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ABSTRACT

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
IN A
SMALL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

SEPTEMBER 1989

CARL J.

CHIMI,

M.B.A.,
Ph.D.,

B.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Professor Van Court Hare,

Local area networks
computing devices,
printers,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

(LANs)

Jr.

provide links between

such as workstations,

file servers,

over a relatively small geographic area

within a single building or organization).

and

(usually

While computer

networks have existed for almost thirty years,

networking

technology has only recently become available to small
organizations.

In the late 1980's the use of LANs has

begun to mushroom,

and presumably has begun to affect the

organizations which use LANs.

•

•

t
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A review of the literature reveals many technical and
product-oriented articles about LANs,

but no previous

research into the organizational effects of LANs.
However,

a strong tradition of studying the effects of

technology on social structures exists.

This dissertation

describes a study which builds from this tradition.

The research described herein is an exploratory study
of the effects of LANs on a small business environment.
The particular environment chosen,
industry,

the auto parts

is representative of many inventory-intensive,

transaction-oriented small businesses.
respondents,
their reasons

all auto parts retailers,

Forty-six
were asked about

for acquiring their LANs and about their

level of satisfaction with their LANs.
employment trends,
were also studied.

Growth trends,

and regional differences in LAN usage
In brief,

the major findings of the

research are the following:
A.

Acquisition and Satisfaction
1.

Three clusters of factors stand out among the
reasons why auto parts firms have made the
investment in networking technology:
controls,
factors

managerial controls,

impinging on the firm.

financial

and external
The financial

controls cluster is the most important.

ix

2.

A high level of satisfaction with computer
networks exists in the auto parts user community.

3.

The reasons for the high level of user satisfaction
reported in Finding 2 were examined.

Users

report being most satisfied with financial
objectives,

followed closely by managerial

objectives.

As a group they are less satisfied

with external objectives.
B.

Growth
4.

Auto parts companies which have purchased computer
networks have shown significant growth,

as

reflected in increases in the total number of
employees since the purchase.
5.

Auto parts companies which have purchased computer
networks have not experienced significant changes
in the number of office employees since the
purchase

C.

Employment Trends
6.

In the auto parts

industry,

or lesser-skilled,
counter is

the use of unskilled,

employees on the auto parts

increasing and is likely to continue

to increase.
7.

In the auto parts industry,
non-traditional positions

the number of women in
(such as working on the

parts counter or in management)
the last decade.

x

has

increased in

D.

Regional Differences
8.

The proportion of stores in the metropolitan Boston
area which have computer networks is
significantly lower than the proportion in all
other areas contacted during the interview
process.

xi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In 1974,

when I began work as a driver in a small auto

parts store in my home town,

the most modern piece of

electronic equipment in the store was a hand-held "pocket"
calculator,

that a warehouse had given the owner as a

promotional gimmick.
use the calculator;

Most of us at the store refused to
it seemed more natural to do any

calculating in our heads.

The calculator was an unused

curiosity.

Eight years later,

I was working for a larger jobber

which had just installed a small computer network.

The

system had two point-of-sale terminals and about four
office terminals.

I was chosen to work in the office on

one of the terminals;

my job was to update and manage the

prices which appeared for each product and customer,

and

to reconcile the inventory figures on the computer with
actual

stock on the floor.

fun for me,

Working on the computer was

but there were a lot of bugs in both hardware

and software.

None of the inventory or accounting data

from the computer could be trusted.

The problems with the

system seemed insurmountable to me at the time.

I

left

the business to continue my education after about four
months on this system.

1

Five years later,

in 1987,

I visited an old friend in

the business who had made a success owning a parts store.
He had been one of the countermen who had refused to use
the calculator back in 1974.

Since he is a very

conservative businessman I was surprised to find that he
had invested over $18,000

for a small computer network.

My previous experience had led me to think that all auto
parts computer networks were hopelessly doomed to failure.
It was a shock to find that my friend was very
enthusiastic about the machine.
99% accurate,
week,

He claimed that it was

that it saved him about ten hours of work a

and that it had been easy for his employees to learn

to use.

He declared further that it gave him valuable

information in minutes that he had never been able to get
manually.

An industry which refused to use a calculator was
beginning to embrace the computer.

Of course,

in the

interval between 1974 and 1987 a revolution in technology
had made computing widely available.

As my friend and I

talked about the computer and about the industry,

it

became evident that the widespread introduction of
computer networks into the auto parts business,
similar small businesses,

and into

was a part of fundamental

2

changes

in the workplace.

This dissertation will examine

those changes.

1.1 General Problem Area
Communications networks have historically followed the
routes of trade.
the telegraph,

Early communications networks,

such as

were built along the railroad tracks.

This

was partly because rights-of-way already existed along the
train routes,

but also because it made economic sense to

connect the same locations served by the railroad via the
fast new electric communications medium.

The effects of

the telegraph and the telephone on commerce are well
known.

Thus communication technology has a long history prior
to the development of the electronic computer.

But,

when

communication technology was combined with computer
technology in the workplace,

both commercial and

organizational changes not seen before appeared.

First,

when computer networks became

feasible,

large organizations - such as universities,
centers,

only

research

and major corporations - could afford to take

advantage of the expensive new technology.

3

At that time

(1960s)

computing resources were

centralized;

tight controls were the rule in nearly all

situations.

Communication was used to "share"

resources and for remote transaction entry.

scarce

The "Central

Processing Unit" was indeed centralized.

In the 1970s the introduction of the personal computer
into organizations began to weaken those controls by
placing central processing units in local machines.
People were able to most of their computing tasks on their
own machines,
authority.

without the need to submit to a centralized

Creativity blossomed,

but coordination

suffered.

In the 1980s,

the Local Area Network

(LAN)

- which

links local CPUs with each other and with mainframes - can
be seen as a means of regaining a measure of control over
the computing resources of an organization.
potentially a powerful tool

for organizational

coordination and communication.
technology,

Unlike earlier network

in which users shared the processing power of

a mainframe or a minicomputer,
processors

The LAN is

for each user,

the LAN provides separate

while allowing the shared use of

expensive peripheral devices such as disk drives,
printers,
to data,

and modems.

laser

LANs allow people to share access

and to confer electronically.

4

(For a detailed

technical discussion of Local Area Networks please see
Appendix A.)

The LAN decentralizes the computer processing power of
an organization,

while at the same time centralizing

control over computer resources,

and corporate data.

Since the information stored and processed on computers is
often the lifeblood of an organization,

LANs may have

significant organizational effects.

For the reasons just mentioned,

by the late 1980s LANs

became big business:

According to Future Computing,

more than

400,000 Local area network interface
cards were sold in 1985,

and more than a

million cards will be sold by the end of
1986.

International Data Corp.

estimates that in the next three years,
10 percent of all PCs will be connected
to networks.

Other sources project an

installed base of 35 million PCs
1990,

in

which implies a growth rate of a

million new networked stations a year.1

1

Derfler,

"Connectivity:

121

5

LANS and Beyond", pp.

119 and

Given the growing economic significance of LANS,

and

the fact that LANs are now found in numerous workplaces,
it seems clear that exploratory research into local area
networks will be important for understanding the
technology's effects on organizations.

1.2

Specific Problem Area
LANs are used in a variety of roles

with diverse structures and purposes.

in organizations
Therefore I have

chosen to answer several general questions through study
of small

organizations of a type that is highly replicated

in the U.S.

economy.

Specifically,

this research was undertaken to study

the effects on small businesses of implementing Local Area
Networks,
reasons

with particular concentration on three areas:

for acquiring the LAN,

three sets of factors:
external?

2)

which are broken down into

financial,

managerial,

and

actual experiences with implementing the LAN,

with specific regard user satisfaction?

and 3)

issues of

organizational change as reflected in employee growth
patterns.

1)

The research focuses on one representative

small business:

auto parts.

Reasons for this decision

will be discussed below.

6

1.2.1 Why Focus on Small Business?
1.2.1.1 Growth of the Small Business Sector
The small business sector of American industry is a
significant,

growing part of the economy.

Much of the

resurgence of the American economy over the last eight
years can be attributed to the entrepreneurial,
business person.

President Ronald Reagan,

report to Congress,

small

in a 1988

wrote:

Small businesses continue to make
significant contributions in expanding
industries and in new job growth.
Industries dominated by small

firms

created 1.3 million new jobs in 1987;
over 600,000 businesses were
incorporated.2
As can be seen from Table 1.1,
of common small businesses,

which shows a selection

the annual growth rate from

the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s has been steady and strong.
"Small-business-dominated industries have a startup
frequency more than seven times that of
large-business-dominated industries...

[and]

the first to experiment with new products,
new methods of service,

...

new locations,

and new technologies."3

(Underscoring for emphasis is mine.)

The State of Small Business 1988,

P-

• •
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The State of Small Business 1987,

P-

xv i
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are among

TABLE 1.1
AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE GROWTH RATE
FOR SELECTED SMALL BUSINESSES
1973-1986

GROWTH
RATE

BUSINESS
Auto Parts Stores
Dentist's Offices
Doctor's Offices
Drug Stores
Dry Cleaners
Florists
Hardware Stores
Lawyer's Offices
Machine Shops
Motels
Newspapers
Travel Agents

9.2
10.1
12.2
19.8
12.2
7.0
8.7
12.2
9.3
11.4
9.7
15.8

(Source: Predicasts' Basebook-1987.
except Florists, which is from the
New York Times, Late Edition,
December 20, 1987, p. F15)

1.2.1.2

Small Business and High Technology

Owners of many small businesses,
stores,

including auto parts

have had to obtain information about LANs

and other computer-related purchases
outside consultants,

who may or may not be intimately

acquainted with the owners'
Russell Frye,

from vendors or

specific needs and problems.

director of the Boston Computer Society

8

Networking Group and president of a Boston firm
specializing in networks,

says,

A major problem for potential LAN buyers
are

[sic]

their perceptions and

expectations of what the market
provides.

I

find that many customer

perceptions of the networking
marketplace are simply wrong,

and these

incorrect perceptions are fostered by
advertising which tends to underestimate
the issues with regard to installation
and use.4

Thus,
LAN,

the choice of an important technology,

such as a

is often made by people who cannot know all of the

relevant information:
the business,
technology,

consultants who don't really know

employees who don't understand the

and some vendors who lack relevant knowledge

about the products they are selling and the industries to
whom they are selling.

With more information about the

effects of LANs in auto parts stores better decisions
about LAN purchases and usage will result.

Xenakis,

p.

22

9

For a small business,

such as an auto parts store,

LAN can be shown to follow its

"routes of trade":

centralized file server connects
outward to the sales counters,

the

the

from the main office

and even farther outward to

customer-based terminals.

(For a description of a typical

auto parts network system,

please see Appendix B.)

large businesses
airlines,

(e.g.,

hotel chains,

insurance companies,
multinationals,

banks,

etc.)

rely completely on large computer networks;

Many

have come to

without the

network some of these organizations might not be able to
stay afloat for more than a day or two.

It may well be

that the situation for many small businesses may be
similar regarding their LANs.

1.2.2 Why Research the Auto Parts Industry?
The auto parts business is of interest for several
reasons.

First,

in aggregate,

it is a large industry;

there are auto parts stores in almost every small town in
the United States.
stores

in the U.S.

There were about 58,600 auto parts
in 1983.5

The forty-two largest auto

parts retailers together account for nearly $4.5 billion
in sales.6

Second,

the auto parts industry is a heavy

user of local area networks.

5 —,

According to a 1988

"The Marketplace Changes",

p.

study by

10

6 Automotive Marketing Retail Aftermarket Guide,
pp.

87-89

10

1987,

the Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association
61% of today's jobbers have computer systems.7
twice as many as in 1983.

(MEMA),

This

is

Some jobbers had computer

networks as long as ten years ago;

most have purchased or

leased them in the last two or three years.8

Third,

the

auto parts business is typical of other inventory¬
intensive operations,
repair parts stores,

such as hardware stores and other
which in themselves make up an

important segment of the economy.

Fourth,

choosing auto

parts to represent small businesses is methodologically
valid for two reasons:
all over

1)

auto parts stores are replicated

(as mentioned above),

and 2)

by choosing only one

type of small business - as opposed to,

say,

several different small business industries

choosing
for study -

one reduces the confounding variation which a variety of
subjects could cause.
from 1974-1983.

I worked in the auto parts business

My personal

familiarity with a number of

different parts stores indicates an industry-wide
homogeneity;

most stores tend to be run in a similar

fashion to most other stores.

1.2.3 Trade practices of the Auto Parts Industry
The auto parts industry provides a wide variety of
goods and services to the automotive aftermarket.

Brewer,
8 Alkire,

p.

Goods

16

"Use of computers is almost universal", p.

11

14

provided include new parts for automobile bodies,
suspension systems,
exhaust systems,
chemicals,
turning

electrical systems,

engine parts,

and accessory items.

(resurfacing)

engine flywheels,

drive trains,

paints,

Services may include

brake drums and rotors,

mixing paint,

such as valve jobs,

fuel systems,

resurfacing

and machine shop work,

crankshaft grinding,

and engine

rebuilding.

1.2.3.1 Industry Structure
The industry structure is characteristic of durable
goods

industries.

Distribution channels typically run

from manufacturers to warehouses to jobbers
the parts installer

to

(who may be a mechanic at a garage or

a do-it-yourself end user).
store jobbers will

(retailers)

Frequently,

larger,multi¬

incorporate a warehouse into their

organizational structure?

these warehouses may be general

purpose or may be stock only a specific type of item,

such

as clutches.

1.2.3.2 The Jobber
From the jobber's perspective,
business
losing as

the way to run the

is to stock as little of a particular item while
few sales on it as is possible.

inventory to a minimum is crucial.

Keeping

At the same time s/he

must create the sense in his/her customer base that

12

inventory coverage is both wide and deep.

This

factor

causes stores in different geographical regions to behave
somewhat differently with regard to inventory.

In urban

areas there are generally several warehouses close by;

if

a jobber is out of stock on a required part he can send a
driver to retrieve the part from a warehouse very quickly.
Urban customers do not usually have to wait more than an
hour or two for an out-of-stock part.

In rural areas,

where large automotive warehouses are not,
located,

as a rule,

jobbers tend to have to carry larger inventories;

deliveries

(from warehouses)

only happen once a day,

and

it is not cost effective to send a driver to pick up a
part from a distant warehouse.

Therefore,

rural customers

are more accustomed to waiting a day or two for out-of¬
stock parts.

Other distinctions can be drawn between urban and
rural jobbers.

There are a lot of jobbers in urban areas;

competition can be fierce.

Price wars are frequent

(a

very open one was happening in the Boston area at the time
of the interviews for this research).
differentiate themselves

In order to

from their competitors,

urban

jobbers tend to become known for a specialized service or
product.

For instance,

the first jobber I worked for

specialized in clutches;
clutches and clutch parts

we stocked new and rebuilt
for very unusual vehicles.

13

If

we didn't have the required part we had the necessary
machinery and accessories to rebuild the customer's old
clutch.
areas,

Other stores in the area specialized in other
such as body shop supplies,

discount pricing to all customers,

speed equipment,
etc.

In rural areas

stores tend to act more as general parts stores,

providing

wider and deeper inventory coverage and a broad range of
services.

1.2.3.3 A Typical

(Non-computerized)

Transaction

Before the advent of computerized networks
auto parts

industry,

all transactions from the parts

counter were handled manually by countermen9.
customer either called or came in person.
presented

for the

(verbally or on paper)

The

He or she

a list of needed parts.

The counterman went to a long row of books and began to
search for the appropriate catalog.
generally followed about the make,
size of the vehicle.
technical,

A series of questions
model,

year,

and engine

Sometimes the questions were very

or a description of some aspect of the vehicle

was needed.

The term "countermen" will be used to refer to
people who traditionally have worked on the auto parts
counter; traditionally these people were always male.
When
speaking of such people in the present tense I shall use the
term
"counterpeople";
this
usage
reflects
one
of
the
findings of this research that women are beginning to be
employed in traditionally male positions.
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For instance,

a request for a fan belt might generate

questions about whether the car had air conditioning,
an air pump,

or a larger than normal alternator.

or

On older

Ford vehicles there were two engines with 351 cubic inch
displacements? these usually had to be distinguished from
each other because many parts did not interchange.

Once the technical details were worked out,
counterman retrieved the parts from stock,
write out an invoice

(called a "slip")

the

and began to

for the items.

Filling out the slip by hand was fraught with potential
for errors.

Each item on the slip required a quantity,

part number,

a written description of the part,

price for the part,

the unit price

appropriate discount off list)
"extension" price

a

the list

(reflecting a customer-

of the part,

and the

(the unit price multiplied by the

quantity purchased).

Mistakes frequently occurred in the quantity and
pricing fields.
type

Unit prices vary according to customer

(and even within customer types)

industry.

in the auto parts

Garages receive lower prices than do-it-

yourself customers?

other jobbers usually receive courtesy

prices lower than those for garages.

The counterman was

responsible for the giving the appropriate discount to a
given customer.

Each price level was reflected by a
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different color price sheet in the catalog rack.
sheets showed jobber costs,
costs,

Blue

green sheets showed garage

orange sheets showed do-it-yourselfer costs,

The variation was really endless,

etc.

as a good garage

customer might receive greater discounts on certain
product lines than on others.

The counterman had to keep

most of this information in his head;

it was seldom

written down,

If the counterman

and never made public.

avoided errors in pricing,
errors still existed.

Even the best countermen made

frequent clerical errors,
and corrected,

the possibility of simple math

each of which had to be traced

if possible.

At the end of the day
high-volume stores)

(or possibly twice a day in

all of the slips were collected and

each recorded item would be manually posted to the
inventory cards.

These cards were basically index cards,

one for each part number.

They were rarely very accurate,

and were useful only as indicators for reordering parts.
No up-to-date inventory statistics could ever be generated
from them.

As a result,

total inventory cost,

store owners could only guess at

costs per product line,

or sales

patterns.

After inventory processing,

each slip had to be

manually recorded into the bookkeeping system of the firm.
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Financially,

three basic types of transactions exist in

the auto parts industry:

cash,

cash-hold,

and "on-account"

(credit).

A cash sale is paid for at the time of

purchase.

In a cash-hold sale the slip is put aside until

the customer is ready to pay

(generally within a week or

so after the purchase); these sales do not typically
become part of accounts receivable.

On-account sales make

up the accounts receivable for the firm; monthly
statements are sent to these customers.

Under the manual

transaction system, when a slip was received into the
accounting department the relevant accounting disposition
was made.

The manual system described above was inefficient and
replete with potential for errors.

At each point in the

transaction process significant mistakes could be made.
As a result,

the information available to the people in

the organization was rarely timely and its accuracy was
usually regarded with suspicion.

This partially explains

why the auto parts industry as a whole has welcomed
automation.

1.3 Importance of the Research
As a growing economic force which touches the lives of
many

people,

LANs are worthy of serious research efforts.

This is particularly true with respect to research into
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snail organizations,

such as auto parts stores,

they are becoming heavy IAN users.

because

The fact is,

the

market for computers in large corporations is pretty much
saturated; the LAN is an opportunity for a small
organization to maintain a measure of consistency and
control over its operations.

One of the respondents in a

pilot interview for this study reported that in 1983
(before purchasing a network system)

his business employed

5 individuals and had gross revenues of $365,000.
year after implementing a IAN system,

One

his gross revenues

had increased to $600,000, with the number of employees
increasing by one full-time and one part-time employee.
Thus, with the addition of the computer network
other factors,

it should be said),

(among

he experienced a 64%

increase in revenues, while incurring only a 30% increase
in his work force.

During the same period,

he was also

able to increase his overall gross profit margin from
about 34% to about 38%,

using information derived from

software features available with his computer system.
Thus,

the addition of a computer network would seem to

have had significant effects on his organization.

1.4 Overview of the Research approach
As will be shown in Chapter 2,

there is a lack of

previous research into the effects on Local Area Networks
on organizations.

It was decided that this study would
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necessarily be of an exploratory nature.

The data for the

study are the result of a series of personal

interviews

conducted with forty-six owners and managers of auto parts
stores.

The interviews comprised two parts:

1)

each

respondent was asked to fill out a questionnaire
(described below)

and 2)

each respondent was asked to talk

about his or her experiences with the computer network,
with particular regard to user satisfaction issues.

1.4.1 The Questionnaire
When the lack of previous research into the
organizational and economic effects of LANs
businesses became evident,

in small

pilot interviews were conducted

with two knowledgeable individuals

from the industry in

order to gain information for developing a research
questionnaire.

One person interviewed is a successful

mid-sized jobber who has served several years on a
computer advisory council

for jobbers;

director of the Automotive Wholesalers'

the other is the
Association of New

England.

The questionnaire,

which may be found in Appendix C,

is the heart of the methodology to be employed in this
dissertation.

This instrument was developed using

information gleaned from the pilot interviews.

Each

individual was asked a number of questions about the
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selection,

implementation,

costs,

and effects of LANs.

From their responses a list of factors was generated,
which evolved into the present questionnaire.

Lists of

standard auto parts computer network features were also
incorporated.

The questionnaire was later tested and

revised by both pilot respondents.
pilot
it)

Each individual in the

(who critiqued the questionnaire as he responded to

took about forty to fifty minutes to complete it.

During the forty-six interviews which provided the data
for this study it generally took from 15-25 minutes to
complete.

Respondents were asked questions about five areas of
interest:

1.

Reasons for purchasing a LAN

2.

LAN selection factors

3.

Objectives

4.

Demographic information

5.

Organizational changes

As noted hereafter,

the five categories above are

expanded into four tests of hypotheses and six research
questions.
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Several of the questionnaire items involve lists of
factors affecting certain of the types of decisions or
situations listed above.

Respondents were asked to rank

each of the factors along a seven point scale.

There are

also questions designed to discover what types of gross
organizational changes have occurred since the
introduction of the LAN,

and to capture demographic

information about each respondent.

1.4.2 Research Hypotheses
The questionnaire was designed to test the following
four organizational hypotheses, which were developed from
the pretest conducted during the summer,

Hypothesis One:

1988.

The most important reasons for the

purchase of a LAN by a small business will be
financial reasons.

Hypothesis Two:

A high level of user satisfaction

with LANs will be found in small businesses.

Hypothesis Three:

Small businesses will show

significant growth as measured by the total
number of employees after the introduction of a
LAN.
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Hypothesis Four:

Small businesses will not show

significant changes in the number of office
employees after the introduction of a LAN.

1.4.3 Research Questions
In addition to testing the above hypotheses,

the

research was aimed at answering the six questions listed
below.

These questions were designed for estimation

rather than hypothesis tests,

and provide a framework for

tabulating questionnaire results.

1.

What were the owners'

original reasons for pur¬

chasing a local area network?

2.

What were the owners'

expectations and objectives

upon purchasing the LAN?

3.

Have they been met?

What factors were considered in the selection of
—S

the LAN for purchase?

4.

What problems were encountered in the
implementation of the LAN?

5.

Has the LAN had any effects on employment trends in
small businesses?
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6.

Are there any regional differences in the effects
of LANs?

1.5 Limitations and key assumptions
Several

limitations and assumptions must be recognized

in this research.

First,

no previous research into the

organizational effects of local area networks has appeared
thus

far in the literature;

thus this study must be

considered exploratory in nature.
will prove useful

It is hoped that it

in stimulating further research into

this area.

Second,

certain constraints existed regarding

collection of data.

Time and budgetary constraints

restricted the interviews to a certain geographical area
(Massachusetts,
Hampshire).
random

Southern Vermont,

However,

since the sample was selected at

(as described below)

within the auto parts

and Southern New

and reflects the variety

industry,

this should not detract

from the quality of the results.

Third,

local area network technology,

specific software,
changes are still

and auto parts-

are relatively new technologies.
in the works.

As an example,

Major

many

stores are beginning to purchase software which contains
parts catalogs on disk;

this software has only become
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available within the last year.
new,

When technology is so

research must recognize changes,

but at the same time

attempt to find factors and trends which have permanence.

Finally,

the intent of this research is to study the

effects of local area networks in small businesses.
discussed above,

As

the auto parts industry was chosen as a

representative small business.

This does not mean that

the auto parts business is necessarily a good
representative for all small businesses.

For small

businesses which are less inventory-intensive,
transaction-oriented,

less

and perhaps less mature and

formally-structured these results must be judged
critically as to their relevance.
businesses do stock inventories,
and do have formal structures,

However,

most small

are transaction-oriented,

and therefore the findings

of this research should have relevance to many small
businesses.

1.6 Contributions to knowledge of the research
It is believed that this is the first study of the
effects of local area networks in small businesses.
businesses abound,

and local area networks are becoming

widely used among them.
(if they have any)
protocols,

Small

Most people's knowledge of LANs

is of a technical nature,

transmission rates,
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dealing with

record-locking schemes,

etc.

This is reflected in,

literature about LANs,

and produced by,

the

as discussed in the next chapter.

This research has shown that small businesses which use
local area networks have experienced changes
work environment.
automate processes,

in the actual

The computer network does not merely
it signals a substantially different

way of making decisions,

new employment trends,

significant growth patterns.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
From PC Magazine's

"Connectivity Clinic":

Q.-I read your connectivity articles all the time,

but

is there a book you recommend that puts all of
this information in one place?-William
Derrick;Oakton,Virginia
A.-I wrote a LAN book once.

It,

computer books I wrote,

like the three other

was out of date a month

after it hit the shelves.

...

If a product-

oriented book reaches the shelves when people
need the information,
too be useful.

it was written too early

If the author waited to gather

lots of good information about the real shrinkwrapped product,

the book is out of date.

10

2.1 Previous Research
Comments in technical articles about the
organizational effects of LANs are few,

and in academic

journals such observations are sparse or non-existent.
But research into the organizational effects of
technological change has precedent in a growing body of
literature concerned with the relationship between
technology and organizational

structure.

10
Derfler, "Begin LAN management
install your network", p. 349
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research before you

The lack of previous research into the organizational
effects of LANs is understandable,

as demonstrated by the

quotation which starts this chapter.

After all,

local

area networks have only been in existence for about the
last six years at this writing

(1989).

Every one of those

years has been declared the "Year of the LAN" by one trade
journal or another.

The hype has been abundant,

but

installation failures and difficulties have generally not
been reported.

2.2

Classifying the Literature
There have been literally thousands of articles

written about LANs

in the last five or six years,

however

surprisingly little has appeared in academic or automotive
journals.

It is far beyond the scope of this chapter to

attempt a complete summary of all of that writing,
especially since much of it is not germane to this study;
rather,

it would seem to be more useful to try to classify

the literature and to examine representative samples of
each genre.

I note four main themes in the LAN literature:
introductory LAN references,
techniques

source specifications and

for evaluating the performance of a LAN,
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case

studies,

and speculations about the future of the

technology.

2.2.1 Introductory Sources
There are various books and articles which provide
introductory information about LANs and data
communications
proper,

in general.

Before the advent of the LAN

there were many computer networks which linked

mainframe computers all over the world.

Inose

(1971)

describes the history of electrical communications,
including telegraphy and the phone system of the early
1970s.

He also describes the theories behind

communications networks in general,

and provides a

description of the then-new Advanced Research Projects
Agency

(ARPA)

computer network,

which connects different-

types of computers at different universities and other
institutions so that they may share computer resources.
McQuillan and Cerf

(1978)

communications protocols

Tanenbaum

(1981)

present a pre-LAN overview of
in a tutorial

form.

gives an early look at LAN protocols

within a general book on computer networks.
and Hoskins

(1986)

Quarterman

provide a comprehensive overview of the

protocols and characteristics of most of the major wide
area networks

in the world.

Jordan and Churchill

(1987)

have recently revised their comprehensive book which
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details all aspects of communications and networking using
IBM PCs and compatibles.

Halsall

introduction to the topic,
Tropper
LANs.

(1981)

is a good general

while Chorafas

(1984)

and

are the best at explaining the specifics of

Other authors,

such as Baker

particular LAN technology,
Temple,

(1985)

and Williamson

(1986),

focus on a

such as fiber-optics.

(1986)

Hopper,

cover the design of LANs.

Many of the trade journals have also done excellent
jobs,

providing introductory guides and glossaries of LAN

terms.
Sawyer
Levy

Notable efforts have been those of Derfler
(1987),

(1986).

Brilliantine

(1985),

Lefkon

(1987),

(1986),
and

These articles lead the reader through the

basics of LANs,

explaining the different options and

configurations which are available.

Several authors,
(1986),

and Lederer

including Brophy
(1986),

Gentile

have thoughtfully examined the

philosophy behind the technology.
three articles

(1986),

These are the only

found which begin the ask the types of

questions of interest to me.

These authors are interested

in more than just the technology;

they ruminate about why

people are willing to invest in LANs,

why LANs are useful,

and what some of the corporate implications of LANs might
be.
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Some articles have provided descriptions of the LAN
marketplace.
contrast,

They describe,

different software and hardware options which

are available,
purchase.

so that the reader can make an informed

Derfler

and Taferner
options.

(1987)

(1986),

Donohue

(1987),

Lewis

(1986),

all describe different LAN software

An anonymous article in Data Communications

(September 1986)
use.

and sometimes compare and

Derfler

describes how LANs can track software

(a fountain of LAN knowledge,

continuing "Connectivity Clinic"

who runs the

column in PC Magazine)

also has addressed some of the hardware choices available.
The Shannon newspiece

(1986)

details the rapid increase in

the use of LANs.

The foreign market for LANs is increasing rapidly.
For example,
use in U.S.

although Hyde
factories,

(1985)

Kurita

cites the dearth of LAN

(1985)

suggests that the

Japanese lead in automated manufacturing process makes
Japan a more likely candidate for factory LANs than the
U.S.

In fact the Japanese market for LANs is growing at a

much faster rate than the American market,
still substantially smaller.

The Japanese market is

expected to grow from $20 million in 1984
size of the U.S.

market)

although it is

(one-tenth the

to $333 million in 1988

(one-third the size of the U.S.
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market)

2.2.2

Specifications and Performance Analysis

Some of the technical articles address the
specifications and performance characteristics of LANs.
Since I am more interested in the behavioral,
organizational aspects of LANs I didn't go too far into
this genre of the literature.

Suffice it to say that

there are copious technical standards for LANs which have
been published,

including those by the IEEE

(1985)

hardware standards overview by Krumrey and Kolman
Hammond and O'Reilly

(1986)

and the
(1987).

detail methods for determining

the performance characteristics of LANs.

Sventek

(1984)

provides an interesting comparison between theoretical and
experimental performance times in token ring networks.
a critical review of a particular LAN standard,
(1986)

In

Mier

questions the openness of IBM's token ring systems.

IBM claims the token ring is meant to be an open system,
i.e.,

available to other vendors for product development

purposes.

However,

Mier contends that IBM has

deliberately ensured that the token ring architecture will
be difficult for competitors to copy by controlling the
release of the standards,

limiting the licensing of token

ring chip manufacturing to one company
Instruments),

(Texas

and by implementing a great deal of the

architecture in easily changeable- and therefore easily
outmoded- software.
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2.2.3

Case Studies and Guidelines

There have been a number of case studies written up,
including those by Beaver
(1986),

Reagan

(1987),

(1986),

and Sage

Finlay

(1985),

anonymous news story in the June,

(1986),

Kurita

as well as the

1986 Administrative

Management.

A number of authors offer advice or guidelines on
managing LANs effectively based on personal experiences.
LAN management articles include Estrin and Cheney
Kleeman

(1986)

(1986),

(who describes the creation of a new

corporate position arising from the installation of a
LAN),

Palmer and Dern

(1986)

(who examine the financial

benefits of the corporate LAN asset),
(1986).

Lucas

(1986)

computer networking:
data,

and Stallings

describes several advantages of
electronic mail services,

sharing of computational power,

sharing of

and sharing of

expensive peripheral devices such as laser printers.

He

offers suggestions on how best to manage these
possibilities.

Finally,

the auto parts industry has begun to

recognize the importance of the local area network in its
trade journals,

where several anecdotal case histories

have recently been written up.
summarized below.
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Three examples are

Lance,

in "Computer connects branch stores",

the experiences of V.I.P.

Auto Parts,

Inc.,

relates

of Holmes,

PA,

where a computer network is being used effectively to
manage a four-store operation.
outfit,

V.I.P.

Originally a single store

managed with the help of the computer

network to avoid increased operational difficulties as it
increased the number of its stores.
Bob McAlister,

The owner of V.I.P.,

claims that the network helps him to

maintain a well-balanced inventory among the four stores,
and that having the computer makes it possible to manage
four stores almost as if they were just one.

Lance again describes the benefits of computer systems
in "Computers used to prevent lost sales".
Parts,

of Newtown,

PA,

tripled its business in four years,

largely as a result of inventory controls
a computer network.
items every day,

Colony Auto

instituted with

By using the computer to restock

owner Steve Thorne claims to have

virtually eliminated lost sales.

Dent

(1988)

describes the acquisition and

implementation of a computer system at Town Auto Parts in
Waterbury,

CT.

of computers,

Owner Matt Vaccaro was

initially fearful

but he felt that his business was getting

out of control.

Every year there seemed to be more and
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more parts to stock?

inventory was getting out of hand,

with no easy way to check the proliferation of parts.
Suppliers,

in response to increased competition,

were

cutting the list prices on many parts,

thereby squeezing

the jobber's profit margins.

despite his

computerphobia,

Vaccaro,

decided that he needed a computer to know

exactly what his profit margins where for each product
line.

He began a careful,

appropriate system,

methodical

contacting vendors,

with systems already installed,
input,

search for an
visiting others

getting his employees'

and arranging for a two-month in-store trial

period.

A year after installing the system he is reported

to be "thrilled" with it

(even though he refers to the

system as a "glorified jukebox").

Vaccaro's computer

network helps him to manage inventory,
service,

speed customer

prepare price quotations quickly,

employees,

and improve his cash flow.

manage his

Cash flow is

improved because the computer allows him to generate
larger orders near the beginning of a month,
ones near the end.

and smaller

(Payments are generally expected on

the tenth of the following month,
him to use his suppliers'

so ordering early allows

money for longer periods.)

2.2.4 Speculation About the Future of LANs
A few articles have begun to look beyond the LAN and
to envision alternative technologies,
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and future

possibilities.

Derfler

(1986),

and also Dzubeck

(1985),

compare the LAN technology to that of a similar form of
network based upon minicomputer technology.

Grant

(1985)

examines multi-user micros as an alternative to the more
expensive LAN.
Methvin

(1987)

Finally,

looking toward the future,

describes the efforts of LAN manufacturers

to adapt to the changes which are likely to occur in the
microcomputer industry with the introduction of the new
OS/2 operating system.

2.3 Technology-Structure Literature
There really has been no literature that I have found
in which serious research has been done on the effects of
LANs inside organizations.

However,

this does not mean

that the present study is without theoretical base.

There

is an extensive and rich literature which concerns itself
with the effects of technology in general
systems in particular)

(or information

on organizations, with special

regard to organizational structure or design.

This

literature provides a platform from which to launch the
present study into the effects of LANs on small
businesses.

Many authors have written on the relationship
between technology and organizational structure.

In some

cases the relationship is treated in a non-causal or
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general manner [Robey,
1987; Gutek,

et.

al.,

1981; Clemons and Row,
1987; Turner 1987].

treat technology as the dependent variable
Ein-Dor and Segev,

1978].

However,

in the technology/structure area,
the dependent variable.

1987; Er,

Other authors
[Ackoff,

1967;

in most of the writing

structure is treated as

A brief review of this sector of

the literature follows.

An early examination of the effects of a specific type
of technology on a social structure was that of Trist and
Bamforth

(1951).

In a study of problems in coal mines in

the United Kingdom in the early 1950s they found that it
was necessary to look beyond just "people problems" to
improve productivity in the mines.

They found that the

technical systems of the mining industry - the
organization of the work and the methods and equipment
used - strongly affected not only productivity,
the miners'

social systems.

Hence,

but also

an improvement in

productivity could only be accomplished via a thorough
understanding of the technical and the social systems
under which the miners operated.

This discovery has

opened up a whole school of "sociotechnical" thought.
Zemke

(1987)

has described the sociotechnical approach as

resembling participative management and team building,
because organizations using this approach typically create
structures in which employees are divided into
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semiautonomous work teams, which are assigned
responsibilities which formerly had been spread across
several departments.

However the goal of the

sociotechnical approach "is not to be

'participative',

but

to bring work under more effective control".11

Chandler

(1962)

is one of the most important of the

early authors on corporate structure.

His major principle

is that a firm's structure will follow its strategy for
growth.

His contention about corporate structures is that

firms do not change their structures until inefficiency
provokes them to do so.

While Chandler does not say that

this inefficiency must be technical,
assume that it might be,

it is plausible to

or that a technological solution

might be offered for a human problem.

In either case,

according to Chandler the structure of the organization
would be forced to change.

In examining the long-term changes in organizations
related to information systems Keen

(1981)

addresses the

issue of technological ineffectiveness mentioned above.
Barriers to MIS effectiveness he examines are social
inertia,

resistance,

and counterimplementation.

Keen says

that organizations are pluralistic and that tactics for
change must be facilitative and incremental,

11

Zemke,

p.
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rather than

coercive.

Managers must always be aware of the political

implications of change and pay careful attention to
coalition-building.

Markus

(1983)

found that people resist the

implementation of an information system for three basic
reasons:

their own internal factors

objectives,

(personality,

etc.), poor system design,

career

and because of the

interaction of specific system design features with
aspects of the organizational context of system use.
Based on this,

she characterizes three theories about

resistance which she calls people-determined.
system-determined.

and people-plus-svstem-determined.

System implementors holding the first view of resistance
will carefully select users for a system, will emphasize
training, will involve users in the design process,

and

will change organizational structures and rewards systems
to conform to features of the system.

System-determined

implementors will use some similar tactics,
different reasons,

but for

the emphasis being on the efficiency of

the man-machine interface.

Implementors holding the third

view will fall in the middle tactically,
participation in system design.
none of these three theories;

stressing user

Markus herself favors

she opts for a so-called

interaction theory of resistance.

This theory is a type

of contingency theory which says that no particular set of
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tactics is correct for all situations?

implementors should

be aware of all available tactics and recognize which are
appropriate when,

and which aren't.

In another study of technological ineffectiveness
Turner

(1987)

writes that one reason for the

ineffectiveness of many information systems is that in
many firms the MIS department is not very powerful.

In

many organizations the head of MIS does not even report to
the CEO.

He suggests that the importance of the MIS

function will require changes in organizational structures
in order for firms to begin realizing the benefits of
information technology

(IT).

In a classic study of a number of British industrial
organizations, Joan Woodward

(1965)

devised a scale of

"technical complexity" ranging roughly from a unit and
small batch type of production to the continuous-flow
production of dimensional products such as chemicals.
Using this scaling procedure. Woodward made three
important findings:

1)

a linear relationship between such scaled
technology and such aspects of organizational
structure as the length of the line of command
and the CEO's span of control.
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2)

a U-shaped curvilinear relationship between
technology and certain aspects of the social
structures of organizations,

such as the tendency

toward participative-as opposed to mechanisticsystems of management.

3)

when structures conform to technologies,
organizations are more successful.

Several authors have disagreed with Woodward's
conclusions.

For instance,

to Mohr

(1971)

technology and

structure are such multidimensional phenomena that any
thought of relating them in a simple way is nonsense.
Fry

(1982)

And

points out how different conceptualizations of

technology and structure themselves,
of analysis,

as well as of levels

and measures have affected findings in

research on technology/structure relationships.

However,

he still finds a remarkable consistency in the findings
that technology does affect structure.
(1984)

Attewell and Rule

argue that the evidence concerning the effects of

computers on organizations is "fragmentary and very
mixed",

and that a priori assumptions about the nature of

computerized work are not valid,

because there is a wide

range and variety of variables at work.
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2.3.1 The Technology-Structure Link
While acknowledging the above limitations on
technology structure research,

there continues to be a

good deal of support for the idea that technology drives
structure.

In a panel discussion at the 1987

International Conference on Information Systems the idea
was promoted that information technology should be
actively used to promote organizational change
al.

1987).

(Mead,

et.

There have been a number of studies which have

shown that technology affects organizational structure.
These are summarized below.

Attewell and Rule
computing technology.

(1984)

examine the social effects of

They point out that this line of

questioning existed long before the electronic computer
age; Marx and other 19th century writers were interested
in the effects on unemployment of automation,

as well as

in the degradation of work content produced by
"technologically induced deskilling".12

Speaking

specifically to the technology/structure issue, Attewell
and Rule point out that "New technologies that alter the
quality and availability of information are likely to
shift balances of power between various groups of
organizational actors...

The rerouting of information may

also create new dependencies between parts of

12

Attewell and Rule,

p.
41

1184

organizations and dissolve old ones,

paving the way for

structural changes. "13

Daft and Lengel

(1986)

posit uncertainty and

equivocality as the reasons why organizations process
information.

Organizational structures are a determinant

of the amount and the richness of managerial information.
Therefore structures can be designed which meet
information needs.

They suggest various structure models

based on the interactions of such organizational variables
as analyzability and variety of task,

difference between

or interdependence between departments,

and environmental

assumptions and organizational intrusiveness.

Mills,

Turk and Marguilies

(1987)

point out that

"organizations exist to transform inputs into outputs and
technology is, varying degrees of uncertainty or
predictability,

involved in the transformation".14

When

there is little technological uncertainty managers may
plan and establish systems for employees; when
technological uncertainty is high it is difficult to plan
so employees will be given more autonomy and discretion.
Therefore,

technological uncertainty is related to the

structuring of activities within organizations.

13

Attewell and Rule,

14

Mills,

Turk,

p.

1188

and Marguilies, p.
42
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Frederiksen,

Riley,

and Myers

(1985)

describe an

insurance company which implemented a new computerized
system but was unable to realize any benefit from it until
a complete restructuring of the organization had occurred.
Management developed a long-range approach to
organizational change? experimental self-managed work
teams were phased in,

and organizational contingencies

were restructured to emphasize organizational rather than
unit goals.

Hunter and Timme
production,

(1986),

in a study of bank

cite the importance of information technology

in the banking industry in providing economies of scale.
Since only banks with sufficient output will be able to
afford the latest in technological equipment,

the drive in

the industry will be toward large-scale banking
operations.

Hunter and Timme conclude that "the

interrelationship between technical change and scale
economies can have significant effects on optimal bank
size".15

Several authors have noted trends in organizations
related to the proliferation of computer technologies.
Dearden

15

(1987)

predicts the ultimate demise of the

Hunter and Timme,

p.

153
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information systems department as users gain more
knowledge and control over individual systems.
Kolodziej

(1987)

position,

that of the Chief Information Officer

And

notes the emergence of a new corporate
(CIO); he

also notes that most firms are gradually subsuming their
data communications functions under the MIS heading.

This

seems to stem more from the relative strengths of most MIS
departments than from any rational necessity.

2.3.2 The Structure-Technology Link
A few authors have reversed the theoretical causality
of the link between technology and structure.

To these

authors it seems much more likely that structure in some
way will cause the emergence of a particular technology.
For instance, Ackoff

(1967)

found that managers receive

too much rather than too little information,

and that

increased communication between different areas of the
organization does not necessarily lead to better
decision-making.

Thus the effectiveness of an information

system is limited by structural and human factors within
the organization.

And Ein-Dor and Segev

(1978)

argue that

organizational structure will affect the design of an MIS;
for them the MIS

(specifically,

the dependent variable,

the success of the MIS)

is

and corporate structure is seen as

an influencing factor on MIS.
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2.3.3 The Structure-Technology Waffle
Some theorists seek a philosophical middle ground in
the technology-structure discussion.

In other words, they

waffle? they either claim not to see a relationship or
they see the relationship but do not ascribe any
particular form of causality to it.

In a panel discussion

at the 1987 International Conference on Information
Systems the fit between structure and technology was
discussed (Gutek, et. al.

1987).

It was clear that some

members of the panel perceived existing organizational
structures as driving technology, and that others pictured
the roles as reversed.

One panel member, J. D. Eveland,

regarded joint optimization of structure and technology as
necessary.

Robey (1981) presents the results of a study of eight
organizations which employed computerized information
systems.

In five of the organizations the structure was

shown not to have changed.

In the other three, there were

organizational changes, but they usually reinforced the
existing structure of the organizations.

Robey concludes

that information systems are not determinants of
organizational structures.
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However,

Robey seems to ignore or to pass off the fact

that there were changes in response to a new technology in
several of the organizations.
phenomenon.

Technology is not a static

Tushman and Anderson

(1986)

note that

technology evolves through periods of incremental change,
punctuated by technological breakthroughs,
"discontinuities".

or

These discontinuities can destroy an

organization's competence or enhance it.

Normally,

competence-destroying discontinuities come from new firms;
competence-enhancing discontinuities usually come from
existing firms,

and are an effort to stabilize an existing

structure or environment.

Clemons and Row

(1987)

argue that since information

technology is currently available to all

firms the

benefits of information technology are more likely to be
realized if they "exploit unique structural
characteristics of the

...

firm"16 so that competitors do

not benefit from copying just the information technology.
Thus technology itself becomes rather unimportant.

It is

merely a tool which any company may use to process data,
while structural variations between firms are what give
actual competitive advantages.
this position.

16 Clemons and Row,

p.

1
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Turner

(1987)

also argues

In a recent paper on the impact of information
technology on organizations,

Er

(1987)

any effects on organizational design.

does not mention
He recognizes the

ergonomic effects of information technologies,
physical impact of sitting at a computer.

such as the

He cites the

fears of trade unionists that computers will cause
widespread unemployment.

Er also recognizes the effects

on organizations of the new breed of computer experts, who
have a great deal of power and influence.

But he makes no

mention of structure.

LaBelle and Nyce

(1987),

in a look at the future of

information technology organizations,

concern themselves

with the forces driving IT toward centralization
words,

toward a change in structure).

specifically technological.

(in other

None of these is

They identify four factors

which tend to drive the degree of centralization of
information technology functions within an organization:
business characteristics,

referring to the environments

and markets in which the organization operates; business
strategy,

the approach of a firm in dealing with its

business characteristics;

scale economies,

the level of

affordability of an approach; and organizational maturity,
the firm's readiness for a given approach
centralizing or decentralizing).

(i.e.,

They identify specific

functions of the IT area which require centralized
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management,

among which are telecommunications,

information ownership and sharing policies,

and shared

utilities and services.

2.4 Definitions and Models
Because of the complex natures of both technology and
organizational structure,

I will include in this section

summaries of several articles which attempt definitions or
models.

2.4.1 Technology
Collier

(1985)

broadly defines technology as "know¬

how - the raison d'etre for any business".17

He suggests

that the effects of technology on a firm will be different
at different stages of the technology and business life
cycles.

Technology is defined by Perrow

(1970)

as the

"application of knowledge to perform work".

As discussed above, Woodward

(1965)

has devised a

scale of "technical complexity" relating to methods of
production.

This scale includes the following categories:

1)

unit and small batch production,

2)

large batch with unit production,

3)

large batch and mass production.

17 Collier, p.

28
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4)

large batch with process production,

5)

process production.

and

Both large and small firms may be found in each
category.

Thompson

(1967)

and Perrow

(1970)

specify three

dimensions of the technology construct:
interdependence,

task predictability,

task

and problem

analyzability.

2.4.2 Structure
March and Simon

(1958)

define structure simply as "the

hierarchical relations among members of the
organization".18

Burns and Stalker
electronics firms.

(1961)

describe a study of British

They identify as polar "ideal"

organization types the "mechanistic" organization and the
"organic" organization.

These organization types are

important as dependent variables related to the rate of
"environmental change" which refers to the "technological
base of production and to the market situation".19

The

mechanistic system is the classic bureaucracy, wherein the

18 March and Simon,

p.

19 Burns and Stalker,

170
p. vii
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individual's role is clearly and specifically laid out for
him.

Conversely,

in the organic approach the individual

is expected to be more like a professional,
tasks because they need to be done,
directive from above.

carrying out

not because of a

Burns and Stalker found that many

firms did not change their management system,

even in the

face of changes in technical and commercial contexts.

The

reasons for this lack of structural change seem to be due
to conflicts between organizational and individual goals.

Raj in

(1986)

mechanistic vs.

extends Burns'

and Stalker's view of

organic organizational designs.

He notes

two approaches to the study of organizational design:

one

which says that technological imperatives transcend human
and organizational considerations; and a second "sociotechnical system which argues that there is no compulsory
structure for a given technology and that change can be
managed such that the full capacities of both human and
technological resources can be harnessed.

The former

approach will favor a mechanistic design; the latter an
organic design.

Raj in also classifies technology into

three basic types:
technologies,

long-linked or serially interdependent

such as assembly lines; mediating

technologies, which are basically transaction-based such
as are found in information processing industries

(such as

auto parts and other retail businesses); and intensive or
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custom technologies,

found in decision-making situations

where a great deal of discretion is given the user because
a low cause-effect relationship between inputs and outputs
rules out standardized procedures.

Raj in found that

organizations using serially-linked technologies and
mediating technologies tended to adopt more mechanistic
designs, while those organizations employing intensive
(custom)

technologies have tended to adopt organic

structures within specialist departments, but have
maintained management control through timely information
systems.

Randolph and Dess

(1984)

discuss two models of

structure, which approach the issue from different
perspectives.

In one model structure is said to be

externally defined by the organization's environment; key
members of the organization reshape its design to match
changes in the environment.

The other model says that

organizational structures are dependent on the
technologies employed by organizations; performance is
contingent upon a congruence between technology and
structure,

and structure should be dependent on the

technologies used.

Randolph and Dess assert that both

models have been flawed by imprecise definitions of both
structure and technology.

They suggest a congruence model

in which organization design is depicted as "the outcome
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of interactive strategic choices", while "technology is
viewed as the link between the strategic choices of
environment and structure made by top management".20
Management makes some initial environment/technology
choices at the outset of a business,
constrained by these initial choices.

and then is somewhat
The

Technology-Structure link is a key linkage in the
congruence model.

2.4.3 Conceptual Models/Relevant Variables
Finally,

Bakos

(1987)

argues that the effects of

information technology on the firm

(and the industry)

level have not been studied as well as the corresponding
effects on individual users.

Three approaches for

identifying firm-level variables
environmentally constrained,
discussed.

(rational,

and organismic)

are

The rational approach focuses on

organizational performance or on structure and process
variables.

The environmentally constrained approach, most

widely used in the area of population ecology,

focuses on

evolutionary change? this approach reasons that
organizations are much more subject to environmental
constraints than the rational approach will concede,

and

therefore there is usually little room for rational
action.

Organismic approaches are less homogeneous than

20 Randolph and Dess,

p.

117
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the other two? action is perceived as an almost random,
process-constrained phenomenon.
unpredictable,
"people,

Behavior is largely

being a result of a process wherein

problems,

solutions and opportunities for action

are mixed together", much as in a "garbage can".21

Bakos lists the major structural variables which are
likely to be affected by information technology.

They

are:

1)

governance mechanism,

2)

centralization/decentralization,

3)

integration/differentiation,

4)

coalition formation,

5)

power distribution,

6)

specialization,

and

niche creation.

2.5 Conclusion
While there has been a tremendous amount of ink
spilled over LANs,
say nothing)

Perhaps this is because it is such a new

or perhaps it is because it is such a

technical subject,
skills.

(I want to

written about the effects of LANs on

organizations.
technology,

there has been very little

requiring better than average computer

As with any technology which promises a lot,

21 Bakos,

p.

14
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the

potential for good effects is balanced by a possibility of
bad.

The purpose of this research is to study the actual

effects which existing LANs are having in small
organizations.

Chapter 3 will provide a review of the

relevant literature.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter will describe the methodology employed
for this research.

As was stated in Chapter 1,

the

primary purpose of this study was to investigate the
effects of a relatively new technology,
networks,

local area

in a small business application.

attention was paid to issues of acquisition,
satisfaction,

organizational change,

Particular
user

and industry trends.

3.1 Research Hypotheses
As noted in the previous chapters,
remain relatively unresearched.
exists among LAN developers,

the effects of LANs

Great technical expertise

marketers,

installers,

and

administrators; but this technical knowledge is not
complemented by information about how the use of local
area networks influence changes in organizations.

It

seems reasonable to assume that the use of such a
technology,
business,

which automatically links functions across a

would necessitate significant changes and

unexpected adjustments.

In this section four hypotheses are presented,
its alternate form.

each in

These hypotheses represent the three

research areas specified in Chapter 1.
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A full discussion

of the analysis and results of each hypothesis test will
be given in Chapter 4; here a brief summary of the results
of each test is given.

All research should begin by asking fundamental
questions such as,

"How did things get the way they are?"

Computer networks, hardware and software,
expensive machines.

are very

The average initial cost of the

systems used by respondents in this study was over
$57,000;

a typical system for a small single-store

operation costs about $15,000 to $20,000 at this writing.
Since this is roughly comparable to the yearly salary of a
skilled,

longtime employee what would induce a small

business person to make such a relatively large
investment?

The pilot interviews revealed three clear

clusters of reasons for purchasing LANs in the auto parts
industry:

financial controls, managerial controls,

external factors impinging on the firm.

and

Of the three,

financial cluster seemed to be the most important; this
led to the formulation of the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis One:

The most important reasons for the

purchase of a LAN by a small business will be
financial reasons.
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the

There proved to be sufficient evidence to assert this
hypothesis.

The cluster of reasons for purchasing a LAN

dealing with financial controls was ranked higher overall
by the respondents than either of the other two clusters.

When the lack of previous research into the
organizational effects of LANs became evident,

it was

tempting to suppose that implementation failures were not
being reported.

However,

in the auto parts industry many

systems have been in place for nearly ten years,
suggesting that they are working at or near the owners'
original expectations.

The pilot interviews did not

reveal any rampant dissatisfaction.

Respondents to the

survey provided enough evidence to assert the following
hypothesis about user satisfaction with auto parts LANs:

Hypothesis Two:

A high level of user satisfaction

with LANs will be found in small businesses.

Almost every respondent reported being satisfied with
his or her system.

Respondents report that the objectives

which they had in purchasing their systems have been wellmet.

If users report high levels of satisfaction with their
computer networks,

then either they have low expectations
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which are easily met or else they perceive the networks as
adding value to their enterprise.

In my experience,

auto

parts store owners do not generally have low expectations
of employees or of machines.

All of the respondents but

two were very enthusiastic about their computer systems.
This suggests that auto parts computer networks are
connected with the overall growth of the organization.
The

following hypothesis was developed to see if firms

actually grow after acquiring a LAN:

Hypothesis Three:

Small businesses will

show

significant growth as measured by the total
number of employees after the introduction of a
LAN.

In fact,

as measured by total number of employees,

respondent firms showed significant growth after the
introduction of the computer network.

However,

for owners

to be satisfied with their systems one would not expect to
see a corresponding increase in the number of office
employees,

but rather no significant change in the number

of employees.

Thus:

Hypothesis Four:

Small businesses will not show

significant changes in the number of office
employees after the introduction of a LAN.
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There is evidence to assert this hypothesis.

However,

a decrease in the number of office employees was not
expected;

it is well-known that adding a computer system

does not reduce the number of office employees.
auto parts industry

(as in others)

In the

there has been a shift

in office job descriptions from manual to technical
(computer-related)
employees

functions.

Thus,

for example,

formerly engaged in manually updating inventory

cards might now have responsibility for ensuring that
inventory levels shown on the computer are current.

3.2 Research Questions
In addition to testing the above hypotheses,

the

research was aimed at answering the six guestions listed
below.

These questions were designed for estimation

rather than hypothesis tests,

and provide a framework for

tabulating questionnaire results.

They will be fully

developed in Chapter 4 and are listed here without
discussion:

1.

What were the owners'

original reasons

for pur¬

chasing a local area network?
2.

What were the owners'

expectations and objectives

upon purchasing the LAN?
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Have they been met?

3.

What

factors were considered

in the

selection of

the LAN for purchase?
4.

What problems were encountered in the
implementation of the LAN?

5.

Has the LAN had any effects on employment trends

in

small businesses?
6.

Are there any regional differences

in the effects

of LANs?

In developing and discussing these research questions
we will

see that the LAN has had important effects within

the auto parts

industry.

3.3 Research Design
The research reported here is based on forty-six
personal

interviews with auto parts store owners or

managers whose businesses have existing computer networks
in place.

3.3.1 Development of the Questionnaire
When the lack of previous research into the
organizational and economic effects of LANs in small
businesses became evident,

a small pilot study was

conducted in order to give scope and definition to this
research.

Pilot interviews were conducted with two

knowledgeable individuals

from the industry.
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One person

interviewed is a successful mid-sized jobber who has
served several years on a computer advisory council
jobbers;

for

the other is the director of the Automotive

Wholesalers'

Association of New England.

The questionnaire,

which may be found in Appendix C,

was developed using information gleaned from the pilot
interviews.

Each individual was asked a number of

questions about the selection,
effects of LANs.
was generated,
questionnaire.

implementation,

costs,

and

From their responses a list of factors

which evolved into the present
Lists of standard auto parts computer

network features gleaned from trade journal advertisements
and vendor pamphlets were also incorporated.

The

questionnaire was later tested and revised by both pilot
respondents.

Each pilot interviewee

questionnaire as he responded to it)

(who critiqued the
took about forty to

fifty minutes to complete it.

The questionnaire was used as a supplement during the
forty-six personal

interviews conducted with knowledgeable

auto parts LAN users for this study.

Respondents were

asked questions about five areas of interest:

1.

Reasons for purchasing a LAN

2.

LAN selection factors
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3.

Objectives

4.

Demographic information

5.

Organizational changes

As noted above,

the five categories

in the

questionnaire were expanded into four tests of hypotheses
and six research questions.

Several of the questionnaire items

involve lists of

factors affecting certain of the types of decisions or
situations listed above.

Respondents were asked to rank

each of the factors along a seven point scale.

There are

also questions designed to discover what types of gross
organizational changes have occurred since the
introduction of the LAN,

and to capture demographic

information about each respondent.

An initial version of

the questionnaire contained financial questions regarding
gross annual

sales before and after the LAN purchase;

these questions were quickly dropped when it became
evident that respondents were uniformly unwilling to
answer any direct questions about their finances.
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3.3.2 Respondent Qualifications
Each respondent was qualified in the following ways:

1.

each is either the owner or manager of an auto
parts business which has an existing computer
network;

2.

each is familiar with the use of the computer
system in his or her organization;

3.

each operates

independently from the others

(i.e.

each respondent is a representative of a separate
and distinct business entity not in any known way
connected with those of the other respondents);
4.

each participated in the study voluntarily,

and no

respondent was compensated for the time involved
in any way.

3.3.3

Sample Development

It was not difficult to identify potential respondents
for this survey.

Lists of auto parts stores of auto parts

retailers are readily available.

The primary sources used

in this study were the 1988 directory of the Automotive
Wholesalers Association of New England,

Inc.

local Yellow Pages listings under Auto Parts,

(AWANE)
New.

and
It was

important in employing these lists to distinguish the
desired type of respondent - auto parts jobbers other businesses which sell auto parts,
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from all

such as car

dealers,

service stations,

lube shops,

etc.

parts jobbers,

transmission shops,

oil and

All respondents in this survey were auto

although it should be noted that several of

the respondents also operated warehouse distributorships.
An attempt was made to include respondents from a variety
of auto parts stores,
store operations,

both large/small and single-/multi-

covering Massachusetts,

and areas in

southern Vermont and southwestern New Hampshire.

The interviews were conducted over a six-week period
from late September 1988 to mid-November 1988.

A list of

potential respondents for a particular area was drawn up,
based on the AWANE directory and the local Yellow Pages.
To maximize the time spent in one area,
would be planned for one day.

several

interviews

All of the interview

appointments were arranged over the telephone.

During the

initial telephone conversation the intent of the research
would be explained and the potential respondent would be
asked if his/her company had a computer network.

If the

answer were "no" the person would be cordially thanked for
his/her time?

if "yes"

an attempt was made to arrange an

appointment.

Auto parts store owners are not typically

asked to be part of academic research efforts;

frankly,

expected a good deal of resistance or apathy toward my
cause.

To my surprise and gratification,
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almost every

I

person called not only agreed to be interviewed,

but did

so enthusiastically.

Each interview was conducted at the respondent's place
of business, most during normal business hours.

The

interview would begin with questions about the
respondent's particular system.

The following questions,

which are not part of the questionnaire, were asked of
every respondent:

1. What type of system do you have?
2. What type of hardware?
3. What type of software?
4.

Do you have computerized cataloging software?

5. Are you satisfied with your computer network?

These questions served to break the ice,

and led

naturally into the administration of the questionnaire.
On average,

interviews took about forty-five minutes.

Since most interviews were conducted during normal
business hours,

and since some respondents had to actually

work the parts counter while being interviewed,
occasionally stretched to over an hour.
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this time

When the forty-six interviews were completed in midNovember 1988,
respondent.

a cordial letter of thanks was sent to each

This letter is reproduced in Appendix D.

3.3.4 Sample Size Determination
The questionnaire was administered during on-site
interviews with a representative sample of forty-six
respondents in the New England area.
size follows the advice of Hansen,

The choice of sample

Hurwitz and Madow:

There are two lines of approach that we
can follow.

One approach is to use a

rough rule of thumb that has been found
helpful in similar problems; and the
other is to carry out preliminary
samples or pretests,

or to make a

careful study of past experience with
specific information that is closely
related to the present problem.22 ...
Thus far we have dealt with the
estimation of a single characteristic.
Usually,

however,

one estimates many

characteristics from the same sample,
and the size of sample necessary to
achieve the desired precision for one

Hansen,

Hurwitz and Madow,

p.
66

214

characteristic may be larger or smaller
than the size of sample necessary to
achieve the desired precision for
others.

This problem is ordinarily

settled by taking a sample large enough
that each of the most important
characteristics is estimated with
sufficient precision.23

Some of the questions in the proposed research
necessitate binomial

(yes/no)

answers;

some involve

estimating a population proportion from the sample.

The

normal approximation to the binomial would suggest that
any sample size greater than ten would be sufficient,
since the normal distribution approximates the binomial
distribution very well when np and n(l-p)
Thus,

if we assume that the probability

yes answer is
conditions,

are both >= 5.

(p)

of getting a

.5 then a value for n of 10 satisfies both

and any larger value of n will just increase

the precision of estimation for the binomial questions.
However,

since some of the important questions involve

proportions,

the formula for determining sample size for

the estimation of a proportion was used to arrive at a
sample size of forty-three

(see Figure 3.1).

decided to expand this to forty-five,

Hansen,

Hurwitz and Madow,
67

pp.

(It was

and during the

128-129

course of the interviews one additional respondent became
available; thus the final sample size was n=46.)
formula,
(95%),
success

In this

Z represents the level of confidence chosen

p symbolizes the estimated true proportion of
(.5),

and e represents the amount of error

acceptable in estimating the proportion

(.15).

For this

preliminary research the proportions involved have been
estimated at .5.
and Madow,

Following the advice of Hansen,

Hurwitz

in a subsequent study the sample proportions

could be substituted,

and the results could be recomputed

for greater precision.

Z2p(l-p)
n = e2
(1.962) (.5) (.5)

= 42.68
(This was rounded up to 45, then one extra
respondent was added for a total n=46)
FIGURE 3.1
SAMPLE SIZE DETERMINATION
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents in detail the results of the
study described in Chapter 3.

First,

analysis of both the respondents,

a demographic

their businesses,

their computer networks will be presented.

Next,

and

the

findings with regard to the research hypotheses and the
research questions will be detailed.

4.1 Demographic Analysis
The research questionnaire contained two questions
which provide demographic information about the
respondents,
companies

eleven questions about the respondents*

(three more for multi-store operations),

seven questions regarding respondents'
Other details about respondents,

and

computer networks.

their companies,

and

their computer networks were noted during the interview
process.
4.1.2,

These data are tabulated in sections 4.1.1,

and 4.1.3,

respectively.

4.1.1 Respondent Demographics
Forty-six people were selected as respondents for
this research.
were males.

Four

(8.6%)

were females,

the rest

(91.3%)

Each respondent was asked to list his/her

title and number of years in the auto parts business.
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The

respondents were all owners or managers of retail auto
parts businesses,

with three exceptions.

exceptions were a treasurer,
manager,

and a controller.

The three

a computer operations
Job titles for the respondents

are broken down into categories in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4. 1
RESPONDENT JOB TITLES

NUMBER

TITLE
Owner/President
Store Manager
General Manager
Vice President
Treasurer
Computer Operations Manager
Controller

PERCENTAGE

22
9
9
3
1
1
1

47.83
19.57
19.57
6.52
2.17
2.17
2.17

46

100.00%

The respondents have served an average of 16.5 years
in the auto parts business.
respondents'

years

A statistical breakdown of

in the business is offered in Table

4.2.

Each respondent was articulate and insightful,
judgment,

in my

and understood the nature of the research being

undertaken.
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TABLE 4.2
RESPONDENTS'

YEARS

IN THE

/

AUTO PARTS BUSINESS

Mean
Median
Mode
Maximum
Minimum
Range
Standard Deviation

4.1.2

16.51
16.00
8.00
39.00
2.00
37.00
8.59

Business Unit Demographics

The unit of business used in this study is the jobberlevel retail auto parts store.

As noted above,

some of

these stores also operated as warehouse distributors,
which is a common practice.

Respondents were asked to classify their companies
among the five following categories:

1.

Independent single store

2.

Independent multi-store

3.

Regional chain

4.

National chain

5.

Franchise/affiliate store

Independent single store operations made up 54.3%
businesses)

of the sample.

Independent multi-stores
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(25

accounted for 37.0%

(17),

regional chains 2.2%

franchise/affiliate stores 6.5%
were included in the sample.

(3).

(1),

and

No national chains

In my opinion,

this does not

represent a sample bias because national auto parts chains
tend to be more retail stores which do not stock auto
parts in any depth.

Also,

the national chains do not use

local area networks.

Respondents were next asked how many separate
geographical locations comprise their company.

The

average number of stores in the survey was 2.43, with a
standard deviation of 2.67.
maximum was 14.

The minimum was 1 store,

the

The median and the mode were both 1.

The

distribution of the number of stores within the sample is
shown in Table 4.3.

Next,

respondents were asked about any affiliations

with a national auto parts retailing chain.
such chains are N.A.P.A.,

Carquest,

Examples of

and Big A.

chains do not own the individual stores;

rather,

These
they

provide a well-known name which is prominently displayed
all over the store.

They also typically control the main

warehouse from which an affiliated jobber will buy.
Affiliations of respondents are tabulated in Table 4.4.
The respondents who reported an affiliation were asked if
the affiliation required the purchase of a computer
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TABLE 4.3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER
OF STORES IN THE SAMPLE

NUMBER
OF
STORES

FREQUENCY

1
2
3
4
5
7
9
14

PERCENTAGE

27
6
5
1
3
1
2
1

58.7
13.0
10.9
2.2
6.5
2.2
4.3
2.2

46

100.0%

TABLE 4.4
AFFILIATIONS WITH
NATIONAL RETAIL AUTO PARTS CHAINS

FREQUENCY

CHAIN

8
6
4
1
1
26

N.A.P.A.
Carquest
Big A
All-Pro
Western Auto
No affiliation
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network;

PERCENTAGE
17.40
13.04
8.70
2.17
2.17
56.52
100.00%

all twenty affiliated respondents answered "no"

to this question.

Many of them did point out,
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however,

that being an affiliate store did make them more likely to
purchase the particular computer network used within their
affiliate system.

As an example,

if a N.A.P.A.

jobber

wants to be able to order from a N.A.P.A. warehouse by
computer,

he must use the N.A.P.A.

Management System
to buy a system,

(TAMS).

Total Automotive

So, while no jobber is forced

the choice of a particular system would

be strongly influenced by an affiliation.

An attempt was made to get a picture of where the
responding companies make their sales.

Each person was

asked to indicate the percentage of sales falling into
each of the following three categories:
1.

Garages

2.

Do-it-yourselfers

3.

Local businesses/fleets

A statistical composite of the results is presented
in Table 4.5.

Each respondent was asked to list the total number of
employees,

number of office employees,

stores for his/her business,

and number of

both before the LAN purchase

and at the time of the interview.

These questions were

asked so that corporate growth after the acquisition of
the computer network could be measured.
presented in Table 4.6.
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The results are

TABLE 4.5
SALES DEMOGRAPHICS

STD,
MEAN

MEDIAN

Garages 54.00% 50.00%

MAX.

MIN.

DEV,

95.00% 0.00% 23.06%

Do-it-yourselfers 29.51% 20.00% 100.00% 5.00% 22.52%

Local businesses/Fleets 16.04% 10.00%

65.00% 0.00% 14.98%

TABLE 4.6
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES SINCE THE
ACQUISITION OF THE LAN

STD
MEAN

Total employees-Before
-After

Office employees-Before
-After

Stores-Before
-After

15.2

MEDIAN

8.0

MAX.

MIN.

DEV.

100.0

0.0*

20.56

1.0

23.39

17.9

9.0

112.0

2.8

2.0

25.0

0.0*

4.13

2.5

2.0

25.0

0.0*

3.86

2.1

1.0

15.0

0.0*

2.39

2.4

1.0

12.0

1.0

2.49
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Finally,

multi-store operations were asked to answer

the following three questions:

1.

Is the computer containing your database located in
your main store?

2.

Since acquiring your computer network,

has your

inventory come to be more centrally located?
3.

If so,

please circle the location(s)

which now have

a greater percentage of the inventory:
The main store

One branch store

All branch stores

Nineteen people responded to the first question.
Seventeen

(89.5%)

people reported that their computer is

located in their main store,
not.

2

(10.5%)

reported that it is

Of the eighteen people responding to the second

question,

10

(55.6%)

reported that their inventory has

come to be more centrally located,
that it has not.

and 8

(44.4%)

reported

The answers to the third question must

be viewed with suspicion,

because at the time the

questionnaire was drawn up,

it was not realized that the

second and third questions contradict each other.
this caveat,
question,

8

With

of the 10 people responding to the third
(80.0%)

say their inventory is now located

mostly in their main store,
inventory in a branch store,

1

(10.0%)
and 1

(10.0%)

inventory out among its branch stores.
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now has more
has spread

4.1.3

System Demographics

Most respondents reported learning about computer
networks

for auto parts stores by way of trade journals,

vendors,

or word-of-mouth.

The earliest of the systems
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1982

1981

1984

1983

1986

1985

1988

1987

YEARS

FIGURE 4.1
AUTO PARTS LAN INSTALLATION BY YEAR
1978-1988

was

installed in 1978,

the interviews
Figure 4.1

the latest about six months before

for this study

(i.e.

April or May,

1978).

is a bar graph showing the incidence of LAN

installation in the sample year by year from 1978 to 1988.
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Five companies reported owning more than one network.
Three had two networks,

one had three networks,

and one

had five separate networks

(one for each store).

The

remainder of the companies

(41)

For the

had one network.

multi-network stores the times between networks ranged
from 0 to 9 years.

Two questions were asked about the number of terminals
used by the responding companies.

They distinguished

between the total number of terminals

in use and the

number of point-of-sale terminals in use.

Statistics for

these categories are provided in Table 4.7.

TABLE 4.7
TERMINALS IN USE

MEAN
Total terminals
Point-of-sale terminals

8.28
5.45

MEDIAN
5.0
3.0

MAX.
40.0
25.0

MIN.
1.0
1.0

STD.
DEV
9.26
5.77

Respondents were asked the initial cost of their
systems.

These figures should be taken with a grain of

salt for two reasons:
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1.

The figures,

while accurate,

show costs

for systems

over a number of years during which the price of
computer hardware has dropped dramatically.
2.

The respondents were asked for the initial costs of
their systems.

No attempt was made to ascertain

the total cost of each respondent's system over
the years,

because it was believed that this

figure would be not readily obtainable.

With these two caveats in mind,

the statistics for

system costs will now be presented.
systems

The mean cost of the

in the sample was $64,093.00.

$40,000.00.

The median cost was

The minimum cost was $4,000.00;

was $750,000.00.

the maximum

The standard deviation was $116,263.00.

Perhaps it would be well to remember for comparison that a
minimal one-store system consisting of two point-of-sale
terminals,
printers,

one office terminal,

a file server,

two

and software will cost between $15,000-20,000 at

this writing.

Twenty-nine respondents

(63%)

reported having an

individual whose primary responsibility it is to oversee
the computer network?

17 companies

individual.
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(37%)

have no such

4.2 Analysis of the Data
The following two sections

(4.1.1 and 4.1.2)

will

present the findings with regard to the four research
hypotheses and six research questions introduced in
Chapter 1.

4.1.1 Research Hypotheses
Four hypotheses - dealing with issues of acquisition,
user satisfaction,
during this study.

and organizational growth - were tested
The results of those tests are

discussed below.

4.1.1.1

LAN Acquisition

Local area networks for auto parts stores have been in
existence for about a decade,

at this writing.

However,

most of the purchases of systems have occurred in the last
two or three years.24

As mentioned in Chapter 1,

61% of

nc

today's jobbers have computer systems.
many as

in 1983.

about $20,000.

This

is twice as

The low-end cost of a small system is
Since the systems are expensive,

and auto

parts stores ran successfully for many years without
computers,

the first question asked in this research was

why auto parts businesses would acquire a computer
network.

Three groupings of reasons were formulated -

24 Alkire,

"Use of computers

25 Brewer,

p.

is almost universal",

16
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p.

14

financial controls,
factors

managerial controls,

impinging on the firm.

interviews
business,

for this study,

and external

Based on the pilot

and my experience in the

it seemed likely that financial controls would

be the most important reasons for acquiring a LAN.

This

reasoning led to the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis One:

The most important reasons for the

purchase of a LAN by a small business will be
financial reasons.

To test this hypothesis,

respondents were given a list

of fifteen potential reasons for purchasing a local area
network.

They were asked to rank each reason along a

seven-point scale from "Not a reason" to "Important
reason".

Each reason was designed to fall within one of

the three general areas

(financial,

managerial,

external)

listed below:
FINANCIAL CONTROLS
Better inventory controls
Better pricing controls
Point-of-sale transaction processing
Accurate transaction audit trail
Accurate, timely control of receivables

MANAGERIAL CONTROLS
Better management controls for decision-making
More accurate employees
More productive employees
Information on customers' purchase histories
Centralized control over multi-store operation
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EXTERNAL FACTORS
Better service to customers
Proliferation of new parts necessary today
Necessary to keep up with competitors
Customer-based order generation
Forced to as part of an association

In order to test the hypothesis,

it was

first

necessary to determine that the three groups could be
considered as distinct clusters of reasons.

Several chi

square tests were performed on the sample data,

through

which it was determined that the three groups are distinct
from each other.

For the particulars of these tests see

Appendix E.

Once it was determined that the three groups were
distinct from one another,
was determined.
controls)

the most important of the three

Taken together,

cluster 1

(financial

makes up over 40% of the cumulative total number

of ranked responses to Part I of the questionnaire
out of 3389).

(1398

Comparing the mean number of responses for

the reasons within each cluster among the three clusters
or the totals for each cluster

(see Table 4.8)

one can see

that Cluster 1 has been ranked higher than the other two
clusters of reasons.
Cluster 1,

Therefore,

financial controls,

it is concluded that

contains the most important

reasons considered by auto parts stores for purchasing a
local area network.

There is no evidence to reject

Hypothesis One.
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TABLE 4.8
RANKINGS FOR THE THREE CLUSTERS OF
LAN ACQUISITION REASONS
CLUSTER

MEAN

Financial
Managerial
External

4.1.1.2

279.6
228.0
170.2

TOTAL
1398
1140
851

User Satisfaction

Once the reasons

for acquiring a LAN become clear,

it

is important to know whether users are satisfied with
their computer systems.
interviews,

From the evidence of the pilot

it was expected that most respondents would

express satisfaction with their purchases:

Hypothesis Two:

A high level of user satisfaction

with LANs will be found in small businesses.

This hypothesis was tested,
.05

level of significance,

using the normal approximation

to the binomial distribution.
described in detail

and not rejected at the

The exact procedure used is

in Appendix F.

The high level of satisfaction found might mean that
users have low expectations which are easily satisfied;
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however this does not seem to be the case.

Purchasers of

auto parts LANs have very specific objectives in mind,

and

are willing to express any negative feelings they may have
toward the technology.

A further discussion of these

objectives will be found below in the discussion of
research question two

4.1.1.3

(section 4.1.2.2).

Total Number of Employees

One explanation for the high level of user
satisfaction with LANs

in auto parts stores might be found

if it could be shown that businesses using LANs have shown
significant growth after acquiring their systems.

The

total number of employees before and after the LAN
acquisition was used as a measure of firm growth.

It was

hypothesized that firms using LANs would show significant
growth,

thus:

Hypothesis Three:

Small businesses will

show

significant growth as measured by the total
number of employees after the introduction of a
LAN.

This hypothesis was tested by performing a one-tailed
paired T-test on variables representing the number of
employees at the time of the LAN purchase and the present
number of employees.

(For details of the particular test
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used,

see Appendix G.)

at alpha=.05.

The null hypothesis was rejected

That is,

number of employees

there is evidence that the total

increased after the LAN purchase,

and

therefore firms using LANs have shown significant growth.

4.1.1.4

Office Employees

However,

one would not expect business people to be

happy with a technology which reguires more people in
staff,

or office,

positions.

These non-sales positions

have typically been seen as less valuable to the firm.
Any untoward growth in this area would cause
dissatisfaction among users.

Therefore,

expected enthusiasm of respondents
systems,

given the

for their computer

it was hypothesized that the number of office

workers would not increase after the purchase of a LAN:

Hypothesis Four:

Small businesses will not show

significant changes

in the number of office

employees after the introduction of a LAN.

This hypothesis was tested by performing a two-tailed
paired T-test on variables representing the number of
office employees at the time of the LAN purchase and the
present number of office employees.
particular test used,

(For details of the

see Appendix H.)

The null

hypothesis was not rejected at alpha=.05.
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Therefore,

there is no evidence that the number of office employees
changed after the LAN purchase.

4.1.2 Research Questions
This research was meant to be of an exploratory
nature;

specifically,

it was expected that the following

six research guestions would be addressed:
1.

What were the owners'

original reasons

for pur¬

chasing a local area network?
2.

What were the owners'

expectations and objectives

upon purchasing the LAN?
3.

Have they been met?

What factors were considered in the selection of
the LAN for purchase?

4.

What problems were encountered in the
implementation of the LAN?

5.

Has the LAN had any effects on employment trends in
small businesses?

6.

Are there any regional differences

in the effects

of LANs?

A discussion of each of these questions

4.1.2.1 Reasons

follows.

for Acquiring a LAN

This research question is related to Hypothesis One
above.

It

further explores the reasons why auto parts

stores have acquired local area networks.
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During the

pilot interviews for this study fifteen such reasons came
under consideration:

1.

More productive employees

2.

More accurate employees

3.

Better management controls for decision-making

4.

Accurate transaction audit trail

5.

Information on customers'

6.

Customer-based order generation

7.

Proliferation of new parts necessary today

8.

Better pricing controls

9.

Accurate,

purchase histories

timely control of receivables

10.

Point-of-sale transaction processing

11.

Centralized control over multi-store operation

12.

Better inventory controls

13.

Better service to customers

14.

Necessary to keep up with competitors

15.

Forced to as part of an association

These fifteen reasons appeared on the questionnaire in
the order shown above.

Respondents were asked to rank

each reason along a seven point scale
to "Important reason").

(from "Not a reason"

The rankings by totals for all

fifteen reasons are given in Table 4.9.
important reasons,
each reason,

The five most

measured by totaling the rankings

were
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for

TABLE 4.9
RANKINGS FOR LAN PURCHASE REASONS

REASON

TOTAL %TOTAL

Better inventory controls

305

. 089

Better pricing controls

303

.089

Point-of-sale transaction processing

280

.082

Better management controls for decision--making 279

. 082

Accurate transaction audit trail

269

.079

More accurate employees

261

. 077

Better service to customers

258

. 076

241

.071

238

. 070

Accurate,

timely control of receivables

More productive employees

1.

Better inventory controls;

2.

Better pricing controls;

3.

Point-of-sale transaction processing;

4.

Better management controls for decision-making;

5.

Accurate transaction audit trail.

Four of these top five reasons are financial
(excepting better management controls).

This

and

in nature

is

reflective of the findings during the test of Hypothesis
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One that the most important purchase reasons would be
financial.

As discussed in Chapter 1,

manual

systems in

auto parts stores were always inefficient and untimely.
The computer has been touted as a means of bringing
inventory and pricing under better control.

Two reasons proved to be truly unimportant.
based order generation,
terminal

Customer-

which means that a customer has a

in his shop which is connected directly to the

parts store's computer,

got a very low ranking

(14th),

even though it is likely that this technology will be more
important very soon.

The lowest-ranked reason was

"Forced

to as part of an association" with a total score of 56.
The lowest score possible for any given reason was 46,
because the lowest rank on the scale was 1 and there were
46 respondents.

No one really felt forced to buy a

computer system because of an association;

however,

several people felt forced to buy a particular system
because their main supplier uses that system.
Thirty-six people said that they acguired their
computer networks as part of a plan to expand the volume
of their business;
reason.

However,

for ten respondents this was not a
only eight people said that buying the

LAN was part of a plan to add branch stores;
had no such plan.
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thirty-eight

The overwhelming conclusion to be drawn is that auto
parts stores acquire LANs mostly for financial reasons to control

inventory and pricing through point-of-sale

transaction processing.
of some importance,

Managerial considerations,

while

are secondary.

4.1.2.2 Owner Expectations/Obiectives
This question is related to Hypothesis Two,
deal with issues of user satisfaction.

as both

The test for

Hypothesis Two revealed a high level of user satisfaction
with LANs

in the auto parts industry.

question explores reasons

This research

for this high level of

satisfaction.

During the pilot interviews a list of thirteen
objectives which firms might have in using a LAN was drawn
up.

The primary sources of this list of objectives were

several advertising pamphlets

from auto parts LAN vendors.

Respondents were asked to rank how well each objective has
been met on a seven-point scale
"Very well").

(from "Not at all"

The list is given below:

FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
Better inventory controls
Better pricing controls
Better control of receivables
Accurate audit trail
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to

MANAGERIAL OBJECTIVES
Accurate product sales history
More accurate employees
More productive employees
Better management controls
Accurate customer purchase history

EXTERNAL OBJECTIVES
Speed of service
Fewer lost sales
Fewer warehouse runs
Customer-based order generation

The reader will note that many of these objectives are
similar to reasons

for purchasing LANs cited in the

discussion of research question one.

This was purposeful.

The most important set of reasons for purchasing a LAN
were financial controls,
and distantly by external

followed by managerial controls,
factors.

I wanted to see if

this model held for user satisfaction.

It did.

Users

reported being most satisfied with financial objectives,
followed closely by managerial objectives.

As a group,

they are less satisfied with external objectives.

A

design similar to the one used in testing Hypothesis One
was used to arrive at these conclusions.
total of responses

The rankings by

for the thirteen objectives are given

in Table 4.10.

It was again necessary to determine that the three
groups could be considered as distinct clusters of
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TABLE 4.10
RANKINGS OF HOW WELL OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN MET

OBJECTIVE
Better inventory controls
Better pricing controls
Accurate product sales history
Speed of service
More accurate employees
More productive employees
Better control of receivables
Better management controls
Fewer lost sales
Accurate audit trail
Accurate customer purchase history
Fewer warehouse runs
Customer-based order generation
TOTAL:

reasons.

TOTAL

%TOTAL

286
284
283
271
259
258
255
251
251
239
231
159
102

. 091
. 090
.090
.086
. 082
.082
. 081
. 080
. 080
. 076
. 073
.050
.032

3129

1.000

Several chi square tests were performed on the

sample data,

through which it was determined that the

three groups are distinct from each other.

For a detailed

discussion of this design as applied to this research
question,

see Appendix I.

Once it was determined that the three groups were
distinct from one another,

an attempt was made to

determine the most important of the.

Comparing the mean

number of responses for the objectives within each cluster
among the three clusters
than Groups
totals)

1 and 3

(because Group 2 had more members

it is not appropriate to compare

(see Table 4.11)

one can see that Cluster 1 has
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TABLE 4. 11
RANKINGS FOR THE THREE CLUSTERS OF
LAN OBJECTIVES
CLUSTER

MEAN

Financial
Managerial
External

266.0
256.4
195.8

been ranked slightly higher than Cluster 2
than Cluster 3.

and much higher

This suggests that users are somewhat

more satisfied that financial objectives are being met
than that managerial objectives are being met.
group,

As a

they are less satisfied that external objectives

are being met.

4.1.2.3

LAN Selection Factors

It was previously mentioned

(in section 4.1.2.1)

that

users reported that they were not forced to buy computer
networks by any associations,

but that such associations

may have influenced their decision to buy a particular
system.

The reasons why auto parts stores will select a

particular system over another were of interest in this
study,

and are discussed below.

Several LAN selection factors became evident during
the pilot interviews.

Respondents were asked to rank each
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factor's

importance along a seven—point scale

factor" to "Important factor").
below,

(from "Not a

The factors are listed

as they appeared in the questionnaire:

1.

Vendor's knowledge of the industry

2.

Complete point-of-sale transactions

3.

User-friendly interface

4.

Processing speed

5.

Report generation capabilities

6.

Maintenance contract

7.

Installation

8.

Training

9.

Cost

10.

Screen layouts

11.

Vendor's reputation for service

Table 4.12

shows the rankings by total

selection factors.

for the

Several points are worth noting about

the rankings of these selection factors.

First,

the two

most important factors are complete point-of-sale
transaction capabilities and report generation
capabilities.

Note that these are both financial

factors,

which is consistent with the findings of Hypothesis One,
and of Research questions One and Two.

This is also

consistent with the appraisal of the needs of the industry
described in section 1.2.3.3

of this dissertation.
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There

TABLE 4.12
RANKINGS OF LAN SELECTION FACTORS

SELECTION FACTOR

TOTAL

Complete point-of-sale transactions
Report generation capabilities
Vendor's knowledge of the industry
Vendor's reputation for service
Training
Processing speed
User-friendly interface
Maintenance contract
Cost
Installation
Screen layouts
TOTAL:

277
257
247
239
224
216
206
202
188
187
165

.1150332
.1067276
.1025748
.0992525
.0930233
.0897010
.0855482
.0838870
.0780731
.0776578
.0685216

2408

1

the inefficiencies of a typical transaction
pricing errors,
etc.)

%TOTAL

(math errors,

untimeliness of inventory and receivables,

were explained.

By implementing on-line,

point-of-

sale transactions firms can expect to minimize errors and
secure immediate updates of inventory and receivables.
The information thus secured can be translated into
timely,

useful reports,

thus meeting the two major needs

of the industry.

Second,

cost is not a very important factor in

selecting a system.
related,

MOre important issues are vendor-

such as the vendor's knowledge of the industry,

reputation,

and ability to provide training.

Hardware/software factors are relatively unimportant.
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4.1.2,4

LAN Implementation Problems

During the interviews

for this research,

each

respondent was asked to detail problems he or she had had
in implementing their computer networks.

Several such

problems were related.

Many users cited an initial lack of knowledge about
the capabilities of computers as their biggest problem.
Correspondingly,

many felt that there was also a lack of

sources of information about computers.

These problems

were compounded during the early stages of implementation,
when bugs or misunderstandings caused data stored on the
computer to be inaccurate.

Problems such as these made it

hard for some respondents to rely on,

or even believe in,

the accuracy of the information coming from their computer
systems.

Many respondents had difficulties handling complex
inventory situations on the computer.

Several situations

which are easier to model manually than on a computer came
to mind.

For instance,

to auto body shops.

many auto parts stores sell paint

These stores generally have large

stocks of specific paint colors,
all the colors available.
mixed.

When this occurs,

but cannot possibly carry

Out of stock colors can be
the parts store becomes a
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manufacturer,
materials

and must keep track of its inventory of raw

(mixing colors).

Unfortunately,

the state of

auto parts computer software at this writing is such that
it cannot keep track of raw materials used in a
manufacturing process,
be manually tracked.

and so these materials must still
Another example of a complicated

inventory modeling situation is when an item is regularly
sold in two or more different ways - say singly or by the
case lot.
case,

Different prices may apply.

If this is the

then the computer will generally store the two

different ways of selling the item under two separate part
numbers, making it difficult to track the item accurately.
Finally,

it is more difficult to track very small items,

such as nuts,

bolts,

to do it manually.
computer,

and washers,

on a computer than it is

If they are to be tracked on a

the counterperson must know or obtain part

numbers for each item; before computers the counterperson
would generally lump them into a one-category line item on
a slip

(e.g.

"Assorted Nuts and Bolts").

Several respondents reported problems with employee
training on their systems.

Some employees,

particularly

those adept at the older manual systems, were resistant to
using a computer.

(Remember that fifteen years ago

countermen at the store I worked at wouldn't even use a
calculator!)

Employees who were improperly trained,
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or

who resisted the changeover,

frequently caused data entry

errors.

Finally,

a few respondents claim to have been the

victims of extravagant or erroneous vendor claims.

One

person claimed that he had been sold equipment he thought
was new.

He quickly began having problems with it,

and

during the course of repairs on the equipment saw labels
on the inside of the machine which showed that the
equipment was used.

At the time of the interview,

he was

in litigation with the vendor.

It should be noted that most respondents were quick to
point out that most of these problems either have been
solved,

or are close to being solved.

In general,

the

major vendors of auto parts computer networks seem to have
worked out most of the major bugs,

and to have addressed

the most important needs of the auto parts jobber.

4.1.2.5 Employment Trends
The auto parts local area network seems to be a factor
in two interesting employment trends.
industry,

the use of unskilled,

In the auto parts

or lesser-skilled,

employees on the auto parts counter is increasing and is
likely to continue to increase.
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Also,

there are

increasing numbers of women being employed in the auto
parts business in no-traditional roles.

4.1.2.5.1 Unskilled Workers
The trend toward employing unskilled,
skilled,

or lesser-

employees was observed during the interview

process.

It is reported as an observed trend.

In my

talks with the 46 respondents the trend toward the use of
unskilled employees on the parts counter was emphasized
time and again.

In the last eight years of relatively high employment
it has become increasingly difficult to find people with
enough knowledge of automobiles and enough clerical skills
to work on the parts counter.
always hard to find.

Good counterpeople were

Part of the problem has been

learning the parts catalogs.

It used to take about a full

year before a person became comfortable enough with the
catalogs to be able to work on the counter.

However,

the

use of computer networks has begun to speed up this
learning process.

Many stores have begun to purchase software which
incorporates the catalogs directly into the point-of-sale
process.
interface,

The software, which has a very intuitive user
guides the user through the parts location
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process by asking simple questions such as whether a car
has air conditioning for a fan belt purchase.

By making

the questions explicit the software acts as an expert
system and allows unskilled employees to work on the parts
counter with very little training.

One respondent,
said,

who uses such a cataloging system,

"It allows me to use people with very little

knowledge of cars as countermen.
almost nothing,

Even if the person knows

in one day I can get them up and running

on the computer and the cataloging system gives them six
months of experience on the first day."26

Brian Harper,

purchasing agent for Mid State Automotive Warehouse in
Lansing,

MI,

is quoted by Alkire as saying,

idea of computerized cataloging is appealing
store owners]...

"I believe the
...[because

believe they can hire minimum wage

personnel and have them just punch a button to find the
part number."27

Sixteen of the forty-six respondents had the
cataloging software and all but one of them were very
satisfied with it;

the unhappy respondent reported that he

had purchased the software when it was too new and buggy

26

From a personal interview with respondent 34, 11/3/88

27 Alkire, "Most believe computers will not mean the end
of printed catalogs", p. 18
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and had sent it back.

This software has only become

available in the last year,

and should prove to be a major

factor affecting employment practices
industry.

in the auto parts

Each of the sixteen respondents currently using

the cataloging software was asked if it allowed his or her
company to employ unskilled or lesser-skilled people to
work on the parts counter.

Fifteen of the sixteen

answered in the affirmative.

A test was made of the

probability of having 15 out of 16 respondents answer in
the affirmative.
test

As would be intuitively obvious,

(described in Appendix J)

was significant.

the

While the

sample size obtained on this question was relatively
small,

such a large proportion of affirmative respondents

strongly suggests that,
cataloging software,

as more stores purchase the

this trend will continue on the

upswing.

4.1.2.5.2 Women in Non-Traditional Roles
In the auto parts

industry,

the number of women in

non-traditional positions

(such as working on the parts

counter or in management)

has increased in the last

decade.
process.

This finding was observed during the interview
Four of the forty-six respondents were women,

and in the course of the interviews I became aware of many
more women being employed in non-traditional roles,
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both

in respondents'

stores and in other stores mentioned in

passing.

In the nearly ten years during which I worked in the
business

(1974-1983)

I was never aware of a women in a

managerial position,

or in any position which might be

termed "blue-collar"

or "manual

worked on the parts counter.
all,

labor".

Women never

If a woman was employed at

it was invariably as an office employee,

such as a

bookkeeper or an inventory clerk.

The fact that nearly 10% of the respondents during the
interviews for this research were women
positions),

(all

in managerial

and that other non-respondent women were

observed to be in various non-traditional positions such
as working the parts counter,
paint,

making deliveries,

and shipping/receiving,

mixing

indicates a change in this

previously male-exclusive industry.

However,

since there

is no prior data available about female employment trends
in the auto parts

industry I cannot provide any

statistical test of this finding.

I report it based on my

extensive experience with the auto parts business over the
last fifteen years,

and on my observations while

conducting the personal

interviews for this research.
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Whether the employment of women in non-traditional
roles is related to the use of computers is uncertain,

but

it may be connected with reasons cited during the
discussion of the previous finding.

The computer was seen

by store owners as enabling the use of unskilled workers;
it may be that the computer is also opening up the
workplace to other previously untapped worker segments,
such as women.

Traditionally,
bastion;

the auto parts business has been a male

most of the countermen of the past started out

with a strong interest in cars,
encouraged to have.

something women were not

They worked on cars in their spare

time and took pride in their knowledge.

They combined

this automotive know-how with a good head for numbers.

Today,

auto parts computer software seems to be

supplanting some of the old "hands-on" knowledge.

Today's

cars are very different from the cars of fifteen or twenty
years ago.
to

It takes different skills,

fix a modern vehicle;

traditional the

training,

and tools

usually these are beyond

"back-yard mechanic".

Thus,

the

complexity of modern cars may have made it more difficult
for men to work on them,
for women,

thereby equalizing the situation

who traditionally have found it difficult to

show an interest in cars.
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This equalizing process,

combined with the recent use

of auto parts cataloging software and with recent
relatively high employments rates,
up the auto parts

may have begun to open

industry to women.

In a recent

Automotive Marketing Retail Aftermarket Guide article
examining employment trends,

the author suggest employing

women as one solution to a shrinking employment pool.
is argued that women may seriously consider jobs
auto parts

It

in the

industry which offer fringe benefits to

subsidize child care.28

4.1.2.6 Regional Differences
One rather unexpected finding arose during the
interview process.

The proportion of stores

in the

metropolitan Boston area which have computer networks is
significantly lower than the proportion in all other areas
contacted during the interview process.

This

finding originated in my method of contacting

potential respondents.
stores for each area I

I made lists of retail auto parts
intended to visit.

lists I called each store in its turn.
speaking,

Generally

I started in western Massachusetts and worked my

way eastward.

—,

From these

"Employees are Changing",
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p.

78

By the time I began calling potential respondents in
the Boston area I was accustomed to having very few people
tell me that their store had no computer system.

In fact,

in all other areas which I contacted besides the
metropolitan Boston area,
had no computer system.

only 8

stores out of 53

However,

(15%)

on the day I made my

calls to the Boston area I was struck by how many people
reported having no computer system in their stores.
the Boston area 13
computer system.

stores out of 26

(50%)

called had no

On the face of it this is a significant

difference in proportions.

A chi square test for the

difference in the proportions among groups
Appendix K)

In

proved significant,

(described in

revealing a significant

difference between Boston and all other areas in the use
of computer networks

for auto parts stores.

It is difficult to explain why there would be fewer
computerized stores proportionally in the Boston area than
elsewhere.

At first I suspected that the computer was

being used to decrease the number of warehouse runs,
the data do not support this idea.

but

Only stores which are

close to warehouses will be able to make a daily run to a
warehouse to pick up out-of-stock parts on request.
more rural

stores do not make warehouse runs?

parts daily from remote warehouse locations,
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The

they receive
and their

customers are accustomed to waiting a day or so for parts.
Besides,

Boston does not have the only concentration of

warehouses in the respondent area;

Springfield and

Worcester are both centers for automotive warehouses.

I suspect that many of the non-computerized stores are
older,

well-established businesses run by men who have

been in the business for thirty or forty years and whose
heirs have no interest in continuing the business.

Such

businesses would have little reason to install computer
networks,
time,

since many of their employees would be long¬

highly skilled men with little need for innovations.

Since the business has prospered for so many years with a
computer there would be little incentive to install one.

This chapter has presented the major findings of this
research.

In Chapter 5 we will summarize the research,

and provide suggestions for further avenues of study in
the topic area.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This
findings
of the

chapter begins with a
of this

implications

auto parts
people

research.

in general.

discussion of the
future

5.1

research

leads

findings

into a discussion
for members

in particular and

for small

of the

business

The chapter concludes with a
limitations

of the

research and of

opportunities.

Summary of Research Findings
At this point

this

This

of these

industry

summary of the major

research,

hypotheses

I will

restate the major

as distilled

and the

from the

findings

four tests

six research questions.

discussion of these

findings

is

found

of

of

The complete

in Chapter

4.

5.1.1 Acquisition and Satisfaction
1.

Three

clusters

of

factors

reasons why auto parts
investment
controls,
factors

stand out among the

firms have made the

in networking technology:
managerial

controls,

impinging on the

controls

cluster

includes

five

firm.

is the most

reasons:

better

better pricing controls,
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financial

and external
The

financial

important.

It

inventory controls,

point-of-sale-

transaction processing,
audit trail,

accurate transaction

and accurate and timely control of

receivables.

2.

A high level of satisfaction with computer
networks exists in the auto parts user community.
The respondents were almost all

(44 out of 46)

extremely enthusiastic about their computer
systems.

3.

The reasons for the high level of user satisfaction
reported in Finding 2 were examined.

Users

report being most satisfied with financial
objectives,
objectives.

followed closely by managerial
As a group they are less satisfied

with external objectives.

5.1.2 Growth
4.

Auto parts companies which have purchased computer
networks have shown significant growth,

as

reflected in increases in the total number of
employees since the purchase.

5.

Auto parts companies which have purchased computer
networks have not experienced significant changes
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in the number of office employees since the
purchase

5.1.3 Employment Trends
6.

In the auto parts industry,
or lesser-skilled,

the use of unskilled,

employees on the auto parts

counter is increasing and is likely to continue
to increase.

7.

In the auto parts industry,
non-traditional positions

the number of women in
(such as working on the

parts counter or in management)

has increased in

the last decade.

5.1.4 Regional Differences
8.

The proportion of stores in the metropolitan Boston
area which have computer networks is
significantly lower than the proportion in all
other areas contacted during the interview
process.

5.2 Implications of the Research
This study provides the first known research into the
effects of using local area networks in a small business
environment.

The widespread use of these networks is a

recent phenomenon,

which has been attended by a lot of
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advertising hyperbole.

In this exploratory study,

implications of using LANs have become clear,
auto parts industry in particular,

several

both for the

and for small

businesses in general.

An important implication is that,

in general,

the LAN

technology seems to be working very well in auto parts
stores,

and that,

therefore,

the technology will transfer

well into other inventory-intensive,
small businesses.

transaction-oriented

Store owners and managers feel that

their computer systems are addressing the needs of their
businesses.

The most important reasons for acquiring a

LAN are financial,
as being well-met.
and pricing,

and financial objectives are reported
Managers are able to control inventory

and to plan and execute stock orders,

efficient and timely ways.

in

Managerial objectives, while

not as important in the original list of reasons for
purchasing a LAN,

have been well-met also.

These findings

suggest that a LAN is a safe investment for a small
business.

Businesses using LANs have experienced growth,
measured by the total number of employees,

and yet have

not added significantly to their office staffs.
implies the addition of line employees
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as

(i.e.

This

counterpeople),

and suggests an increase in sales as well

as more time spent servicing individual customers.

The finding of regional differences in the use of LANs
was a surprise for me.

I grew up in the Boston area,

and

had a decent familiarity with many of the auto parts
stores there.

I frankly expected to find that almost all

auto parts stores would have computer systems by 1988,
particularly in such an intensely competitive urban
environment.

All thirteen stores which I called in the

Boston area which did not have computer systems have been
in business at least since the mid-1970s.
demonstrates that it is still possible,
high-tech circumstances,
computers.

In fact,

cited in Chapter 1,

This

even in today's

to run a business without

according to the 1988 MEMA study
39% of U.S.

jobbers are still without

computers.

Perhaps the most striking finding of the research is
how the use of local area networks is influencing
employment trends in the auto parts business,

both toward

employing low-skilled individuals on the parts counter,
and toward hiring women in non-traditional roles.

The move toward the use of unskilled,

or lesser-

skilled, workers could turn the auto parts business away
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from its service orientation toward more of a self-service
orientation.

Auto parts stores of the future may be more

like supermarkets, where employees stock shelves and ring
up sales,

but are not required to have a significant depth

of knowledge of the items they sell.
unthinkable fifteen years ago,

This would have been

but as more and more

employees are being used on the parts counter who rely on
the expertise of the computer to get them through a sale,
it could become a reality.

This trend may also result in a higher employee
turnover than in former days.
are hired,

As lower-skilled employees

the wage structure of the industry may be

expected to lower.

The status of the auto parts

counterperson may come to resemble that of the fast food
restaurant employee, who works at a quick pace for near
minimum wages.

Many of these employees might be people

just entering or re-entering the job market,
school students or working mothers.

such as high

It may become harder

for the industry to attract long-term, highly skilled
employees.
(c.

In my later days in the auto parts business

1980-1983)

one could see that many of the younger,

brighter people were leaving the business to enter fields
utilizing their technical and analytic skills,
computer industry.

Ironically,

such as the

the use of LANs, which are

supposed to increase control over businesses which use
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them, may be introducing elements of chaos by allowing
companies to use low-skilled people causing higher
employee turnover rates.

Another employment trend is the increased hiring of
women in non-traditional positions.

This implies that the

business is waking up to a whole new segment of the
workforce which it had heretofore almost entirely ignored.
Some women are rising to positions of authority in the
auto parts business.

I have heard of women who own and

operate auto parts stores,

although my research did not

personally acquaint me with any of them.
enter the auto parts workforce,

As more women

there may be more

opportunities for auto parts businesses to sell parts
directly to women.

Traditionally,

of course, women have

been reluctant to come into auto parts stores.
Advertising campaigns could geared toward women.

By

including a significant segment of the population in the
workforce,

it may be that the auto parts business can

create new markets within that segment.

5.3 Limitations of the Research
I believe that this dissertation makes significant
contributions to our knowledge of management information
systems.

Nonetheless,

I am aware that any time one has to

make a decision regarding a specific approach to research,
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one places limitations on the generalizability of the
findings.

Limitations on this study will be briefly

discussed below.

First,

no previous research into the organizational

effects of local area networks has appeared thus far in
the literature.

This fact led to the decision to make

this an exploratory study,

in the belief that it will

prove useful in stimulating further research into the
effects of local area networks on organizations which use
them.

Second, minor constraints existed regarding collection
of data.

Time and budgetary constraints restricted the

interviews to a certain geographical area
Southern Vermont,

(Massachusetts,

and Southern New Hampshire).

However,

since the sample was selected at random and reflects the
variety within the auto parts industry,

this should not

detract from the quality of the results.

Third,

local area network technology,

specific software,

and auto parts-

are relatively new technologies. Major

changes are still in the works.
cataloging software,

An example is the

described in Chapter 4, which

contains parts catalogs on disk; this software has only
become available within the last year.
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When technology is

so new,

research must recognize changes,

but at the same

time attempt to find factors and trends which have
permanence.

Fourth,

the intent of this research is to study the

effects of local area networks in small businesses.

The

auto parts industry was chosen as a representative small
business.

However,

this does not mean that the auto parts

business is necessarily a good representative for all
small businesses.

For small businesses which are less

inventory-intensive,

less transaction-oriented,

and

perhaps less mature and formally-structured these results
must be judged critically as to their relevance.
most small businesses do stock inventories,
transaction-oriented,

However,

are

and do have formal structures,

and

therefore the findings of this research should be
generalizable to many small businesses.

5.4 Opportunities for Future Research
This dissertation,

as a vehicle for presenting the

results of an exploratory study,
last word on the subject.

is not meant to be the

It is intended that further

research shall be stimulated by the results of this study.
As stated above,

the LAN technology is relatively new,

changes are happening frequently.

and

It should be the job of

the researcher to attempt to recognize patterns and trends
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associated with the use of LANs in organizations.

Several

avenues for further research into this area exist.

This research demonstrated growth in the total number
of employees in auto parts stores using LANs.

Future

research efforts should ascertain whether stores using
LANs have experienced growth in other areas,
sales,

customer base,

inventory, profit,

be attended by some difficulty,

such as

etc.?

This will

as the owners of small,

privately held businesses are not usually very forthcoming
about making known their financial data.

When growth is found in organizations using LANs,
the growth caused by the LAN,

is

or is the use of a LAN

merely one manifestation of a company which would grow
with or without the acquisition of a LAN?

While this

dissertation has addressed the initial problem of
demonstrating growth,

it is obvious that complex causal

models could be built around this issue.
companies to grow?

Do companies which are growing buy in

to the LAN technology?
extremes?

Have LANs helped

Is there a combination of the two

My inclination would be to hypothesize that

growing companies latch on to the LAN technology, which
then helps them to grow.

Further study into this aspect

of LAN usage should prove fruitful.
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The auto parts industry was chosen in this study as a
representative small business.

An assumption of the study

is that the findings should apply well to other inventory¬
intensive,

transaction-oriented businesses.

What of other

small businesses which are less like the auto parts
business?

Will similar effects be found in small

consulting firms,
companies?

for instance,

or in small construction

For a complete picture of the effects of LANs

on small businesses to emerge,

a wide variety of

businesses should be studied.

The phenomenon of regional differences in LAN usage is
an interesting one,

although,

given the rapid emergence of

the LAN onto the small business scene,
one.

perhaps a passing

Studies across a much wider geographical area than

were possible with this study should be undertaken to see
if there are such dichotomies of usage in other areas,
if the Boston area is an anomaly.

or

It would also be

worthwhile to compare companies which use LANs with
companies not currently using LANs.

5.5 Conclusion
This dissertation has shown that the use of LANs in a
small business environment has begun to have striking
effects, with regard to both growth and employment trends.
As LANs become more widely used one can expect to see
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significant changes in small businesses.

I hope that this

study will provoke further research efforts to examine
these changes.
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APPENDIX A
OVERVIEW OF LAN TECHNOLOGY

The Local Area Network (LAN)
development.

is the result of years of

Over the past five years there have been

many promises that the LAN will be a new way to improve
group productivity in organizations.

Nevertheless,

it is

only in the last several years that LANs have begun to
fulfill some of their promise.

LANs are flexible systems of linked workstations which
share peripheral devices such as hard disks, printers,
modems.

A Local Area Network offers full connectivity

among workstations;
cables,

and

it comprises hardware

file servers,

etc.)

(workstations,

and software which oversees

the flow of data.

In the earliest days of electronic computing,
computers were giant machines with relatively little
power,

even compared to desktop microcomputers.

The small

laptop computer which I have used to write much of this
dissertation has more computing power than any machine
made during the first ten years of the industry.

Those

early machines were all subject to one-user constraints;
only one program at a time could be run on one machine.
This constraint,

coupled with the tremendous expense of
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obtaining and maintaining a computer, mandated a strict
policy of centralized control of computing resources.
Elite data processing cadres grew up around giant
corporate mainframes.

In effect there was a secret

priesthood of computer operators, with its own arcane
symbology,

languages and rituals.

This highly rigid,

centralized computer bureaucracy

proved extremely frustrating to most people who were
forced to rely on a computer for some aspect of their
daily business. Movements toward decentralization of
computer technology began in the early 1960s with the
development of multiprocessing and multiprogramming
techniques.

These allowed simultaneous multiple users to

connect to a central mainframe, but had the disadvantage
of slowing down perceived processing time as additional
users logged on.

The need was clear for a system of

machines with individual processors which could link with
a centralized data storage facility.

Out of this pressure

for decentralized processing the Local Area Network

(LAN)

has emerged.

As the costs of computer hardware dropped drastically
in the 1970s,

using personal computers became an approach

to decentralizing processing power throughout
corporations.

The problems of decentralizing processing
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power and disk storage facilities soon became evident.
For instance, moving data from a mainframe to a micro was
usually a clumsy,

inefficient procedure.

By the time any

data had been moved and properly formatted,

they were

often no longer current with the mainframe's changing
on-line data.
direct,

The solution to this problem was to create

easy links between mainframes and microcomputers,

which allowed for fast,
data.

user-transparent transferral of

From these micro-to-mainframe links it was only a

short leap to conceiving the idea of linking together all
microcomputers corporate-wide into a Local Area Network.
The promise of the LAN is that it can provide the
convenience and speed of decentralized processing with the
savings

(of both hardware and software costs)

and data

integrity assurances of centralized processing.
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APPENDIX B
TYPICAL SYSTEM FEATURES

The hardware of a typical auto parts store network
configuration comprises a file server

(which may be

available as a workstation for the main office),
point-of-sale workstations,
invoices,

several

and printers for generating

statements and reports.

Most owners also opt

for safeguard devices such as voltage spike protectors and
uninterruptible power supplies.

Amenities such as

computer-controlled cash drawers and modems for connecting
to warehouses,

customers,

and home offices are sometimes

purchased.

The software of such a system is,
expected,

as might be

directed primarily at inventory transaction

processing.

These systems commonly have complete point-

of-sale capabilities:

on-screen to printer invoicing and

on-line inventory and receivables updating.

Management

reports are probably the principal selling point of such
systems,

providing timely information for important

decision-making.

Standard reports include the following:

1. Move-up Report: identifies faster-moving parts not
currently stocked
2. Stock Status Report: lists sales, profit, and
inventory information for each part number
3. Daily Sales Summary: inventory and profitability
analyses; daily and monthly gross profit
4. Daily Invoice Report: journal of the whole day's
activities by invoice line items; shows profit
margins; flags low margin line items
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5.

Counterperson Report: shows each person's
productivity and contribution to profit
6. Aged Accounts Receivable Report
7. Delinquent Account Report
8. Customer Profitability Report: shows sales and
profitability by net sales, salesperson, and
customer type
9. Invalid Parts Report: shows parts which have been
sold but which are not currently in the
computer's database
10. Buyout Report: shows parts which are normally
stocked but which were out-of-stock and had to be
chased on the day they were sold
These reports can be run at any time.

Most systems

also allow users to create customized reports for their
individual business needs.

Several companies market bundled hardware/software
systems

for auto parts stores.

sold by Triad Corporation,

A very popular setup is

which also markets systems to

such similar small businesses as hardware and lumber
stores.

Cooperative Computing,

sells the "J-Con"
several

Inc.,

of Austin,

("Jobber-Connection")

levels of DEC hardware.

systems,

Counterworks

Texas,
with

is a popular

software system which runs on IBM PC compatibles under the
Digital Research Concurrent PC DOS operating system.
There is a remarkable homogeneity of features among
systems offered by different vendors.

Prices for these

systems vary widely according to requirements,
usually in the $10,000-$25,000 range.
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but are

APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE

(N.B.

- The actual questionnaire was formatted in
small type so that it would all
pages,

fit on four

of which this page was the first.)

A Survey of the Nature and Consequences of
the Implementation of
Local Area Networks
within a
Small Business Application

The purpose of this survey is to obtain a better
understanding of the nature and consequences of
implementing a local area network (LAN) in a small
business application.
This survey is the first of its
kind.
The knowledge obtained through this survey will
enable current and future users to make better decisions
regarding the purchase, implementation, and use of their
LANs.
On the following pages you will be asked questions
regarding the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reasons for purchasing a LAN
LAN selection factors
Objectives
Demographic information
Organizational changes

Please answer the questions to the best of your
knowledge.
When hard facts are unknown, please give your
"best guess".
All information about specific companies
will be held in strict confidence by the researcher.
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Part I

REASONS FOR PURCHASING A LAN

Please indicate the importance to you of each of these
reasons in making your decision to purchase a computer
network.
Important
Not a
REASON
reason
reason
1.

More productive
employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.

More accurate employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

Better management
controls for decision¬
making

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Accurate transaction
audit trail

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

5. Information on
customers' purchase
histories
7.

1234567

Customer-based order
generation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Proliferation of new
parts necessary today

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Better pricing controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Accurate, timely
control of receivables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Point-of-sale
transaction processing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Centralized control
over multi-store
operation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Better inventory
controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14. Better service to
customers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15. Necessary to keep up
with competitors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
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Part I
16.

REASONS FOR PURCHASING A LAN

Forced to as part of an
association

Other

(please specify)

Part II

(Continued)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

LAN SELECTION FACTORS

A list of factors considered when selecting a
particular LAN for purchase is given below.
Please
indicate how important each factor was to you in deciding
to purchase your computer network.

1.

Important
factor

Not a
factor

FACTOR
Vendor's knowledge of
the industry

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Complete point-of-sale
transactions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

User-friendly interface

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

Processing speed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

Report generation
capabilities

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

Maintenance contract

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Installation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.

Training

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9.

Cost

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.

10.

Screen layouts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11.

Vendor's reputation for
service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other

(please specify)
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Part III

OBJECTIVES

A list of objectives which purchasers of computer
networks might have in mind is provided below.
Please
indicate how important each objective was to you in
deciding to purchase your computer network, and also how
well each of these objectives has been met.
BEFORE THE PURCHASE
Very
Not
important
important

OBJECTIVE
1.

Better pricing controls

12

3

5

6

7

2.

Better inventory
controls

12

3

5

6

7

3. Better management
controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

More accurate employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

More productive
employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

Accurate audit trail

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Accurate product sales
history

1

2

1

2

6

7

Better control of
receivables

1

2

6

7

11.

Fewer lost sales

1

2

6

7

12.

Fewer warehouse runs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13.

Speed of service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.

Accurate customer
purchase history

9.

Customer-based order
generation

10.

Other

(please specify)
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Part III

OBJECTIVES

(Continued from previous page)

A list of objectives which purchasers of computer
networks might have in mind is provided below.
Please
indicate how important each objective was to you in
deciding to purchase your computer network, and also how
well each of these objectives has been met.
OBJECTIVE WAS MET
Very
Not at
well
all

OBJECTIVE
1.

Better pricing controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.

Better inventory
controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. Better management
controls

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

More accurate employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

More productive
employees

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

Accurate audit trail

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.

Accurate product sales
history

1

2

Accurate customer
purchase history

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Customer-based order
generation

1

2

Better control of
receivables

1

2

11.

Fewer lost sales

1

2

12.

Fewer warehouse runs

1

2

13.

Speed of service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.

9.

10.

Other

(please specify)
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Part IV

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1. What is your title?

2.

How many years have you been in the auto
parts business?

3.

Please classify your company:
a. Independent single store
b.
multi-store
c. Regional chain
d.
e. Franchise/affiliate store

Independent
National chain

4.

How many separate geographical locations
(i.e., warehouses, main store, branch
stores, etc.) comprise your company?

5.

How did you first become aware of the
availability of computer network systems
for auto parts retailers?

6.

In what year did you acquire your computer
network?

7.

How many separate networks does your company
own?

8.

If you have more than one network, what was
the time interval between the first and the
second?

9.

How many terminals does your company use?

10.

How many point-of-sale terminals does your
company use?

11.

What was the initial cost of your computer
network?

12.

Is there an individual employee whose
primary responsibility is to oversee the
network?

Yes

No

Are you affiliated with a national auto
parts retailing chain, such as N.A.P.A.?

Yes

No

If so, did this affiliation require the
purchase of a computer network?

Yes

No

Did you acquire your computer network as
part of a plan to:
a. expand the volume of your business?

Yes

No

13.

14.

15.
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b.
16.

add branch stores?

Yes

No

Please indicate the percentage of sales made
to each of these groups:
Garages _
Do-it-yourselfers _
Local businesses/Fleets _

Part V

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

1.

How many employees did you have before the
acquisition of your LAN?

2.

How many employees do you presently have?

3.

How many office employees did you have before
the acquisition of your LAN?

4.

How many office employees do you presently
have?

5.

How many stores did you own before purchasing
your computer network?

6.

How many stores do you presently own?

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING THREE
QUESTIONS ONLY IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE STORE
7.

8.

Is the computer containing your database
located in your main store?
Yes

No

Since acquiring your computer network,
has your inventory come to be more
centrally located?

No

9.

Yes

If so, please circle the location(s) which
now have a greater percentage of the inventory:
The main store
One branch store
All branch stores
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Part V
10.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

(continued)

Please rank your company's performance compared with
that of your competitors:
Top Next Middle Lower Lowest
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

a.

b.

c.

d.

11.

Sales growth before
purchasing the
computer network

1

2

3

4

5

Sales growth since
purchasing the
computer network

1

2

3

4

5

Overall firm
performance/ success
before acquiring the
network

12

3

4

5

Overall firm
performance/ success
since acquiring the
network

12

3

4

5

Please rate the level of your agreement with the
following statement:
"Acquiring a computer network has changed the way in
which I do business."
Strongly
disagree
12

3

4
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5

Strongly
agree
6
7

APPENDIX D

LETTER OF THANKS TO RESPONDENTS

RR1 Box 31
Colrain, MA 01340
November 14,
[Name]
[Title]
[Company]
[Street]
[City], [State]
Dear

1988

[Zip]

[First_Name]

I want to thank you for taking the time to complete my
questionnaire regarding the computer system at [Company].
Your response is highly appreciated.
The data collection phase of my research is now
complete.
My tasks now are to analyze the data I’ve
collected, and then to describe and discuss the results in
my dissertation.
It is my plan after the dissertation has
been defended to prepare a short summary of the results of
this research.
I will send a copy of the summary to you,
probably in the late Spring of next year.
Once again,
help.

[First_Name],

let me thank you for your

Sincerely,

Carl J.

Chimi

APPENDIX E

CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR HYPOTHESIS ONE

In Chapter 4 three general groups of reasons for a
firm to acquire a LAN were formulated - financial
controls,

managerial controls,

impinging on the firm.
reasons.

and external

factors

Each group contained five specific

It was hypothesized that financial controls

would be the most important reasons for acquiring a LAN.
In order to test the hypothesis,

it was first necessary to

determine that the three groups could be considered as
distinct clusters of reasons.

Several chi square tests

were performed on the sample data,

through which it was

determined that the three groups are distinct from each
other.

These tests were performed by entering contingency

tables of consisting of the sample totals for each group
and the theoretical totals for each group into the
statistical software package Minitab.
carried out to the

All tests were

.05 level of significance.

In Part I of the questionnaire respondents were asked
to rank 15 reasons for purchasing a computer network.
Each possible reason was ranked along a scale from 1 to 7
("Not a reason"

to "Important reason").
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The 15 reasons

are shown below,

along with the totals for the responses

(n = 46):

FINANCIAL CONTROLS
Better inventory controls
Better pricing controls
Point-of-sale transaction processing
Accurate transaction audit trail
Accurate, timely control of receivables

TOTAL
305
303
280
269
241

SUBTOTAL:
MANAGERIAL CONTROLS
Better management controls for decision-making
More accurate employees
More productive employees
Information on customers' purchase histories
Centralized control over multi-store operation
SUBTOTAL:
EXTERNAL FACTORS
Better service to customers
Proliferation of new parts necessary today
Necessary to keep up with competitors
Customer-based order generation
Forced to as part of an association

1398

279
261
238
236
126
1140

258
231
204
102
56

SUBTOTAL:

851

GRAND TOTAL:

3389

To determine if there is a significant difference
among the groups,

they were compared among each other

using the chi square test for the difference in the
proportions among groups.

The subtotals

were used as the point of comparison.
as

follows:

Cluster 3:

For Cluster 1:
851.

1398,

for each cluster

The subtotals were

for Cluster 2:

The total of these three numbers
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1140,

for

is 3389.

If the three clusters were not significantly different,
then one would expect the total

for each group to be

3389/3 = 1129.667 or approximately 1130.
clusters were compared
cluster 2

(Test B),

(Test A below),

First all three

then cluster 1 with

cluster 1 with cluster 3

cluster 2 with cluster 3

(Test D).

(Test C),

and

Test A was performed

in order to determine whether there is a significant
difference among any of the clusters.

When this test

proved that at least one of the clusters was significantly
different from the others,

all possible pairs of the

clusters were similarly tested to see if they were all
significantly different from each other
D).

(Tests B,

C,

and

In all tests the clusters proved to be significantly

different from each other.

The results and

interpretations of these tests are shown on the following
pages along with Minitab output

(the column names EXP and

OBS were used to refer to the totals one would EXPect,
the totals OBServed in the sample):
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and

TEST A - All clusters tested against each other
H0 *

Pcluster1~Pcluster2—Pcluster3

HA:

At least one of the clusters is
significantly different from the others

PRINT EXP-OBS

CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

1130

1398

2

1130

1140

3

1130

851

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts

1

2

3

Total
ChiSq =

EXP

OBS

1130

1398

1264.2

1263.8

1130

1140

1135.2

1134.8

1130

851

990.6

990.4

3390

3389
+

14.25 +

0.02 +

0.02 +

14.24

19.60 +
INTERPRETATION:

2528

2270

1981

6779

19.61 = 67.75

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=2)
rejected.

Total

is 5.991,

so the null hypothesis

is

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of the three clusters of reasons.
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TEST B - Cluster 1 tested against Cluster 2
H0-

Pclusterl

Pcluster2

^A*

Pciuster1<>Pciuster2

PRINT EXP-OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

1130

1398

2

1130

1140

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

1130

1398

1190.8

1337.2

1130

1140

1069.2

1200.8

Total

2260

2538

ChiSq =

3.10 +

2.76 +

3.45 +

3.07 = 12.39

1

2

Total
2528

2270

4798

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is 3.841,

so the null hypothesis

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 1
controls)

is

and cluster 2

(financial

(managerial controls).
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TEST C - Cluster 1 tested against Cluster 3
H0:

Pclusterl

Pcluster3

Pclusterl <>Pcluster3

PRINT EXP--OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

1130

1398

3

1130

851

MTB > CHIS EXP

C2

Expected counts are printed below observed counts

1

3

Total
ChiSq =

EXP

OBS

1130

1398

1267.1

1260.9

1130

851

992.9

988.1

2260

2249

Total
2528

1981

4509

14.83 +

14.90 +

18.93 +

19.02 = 67.68

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is

3.841,

so the null hypothesis

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 1
controls)

is

and cluster 3

(external
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factors).

(financial

TEST D - Cluster 2 tested against Cluster 3
V

Pciuster2

Pciuster3

Pciuster2<>Pciuster3

PRINT EXP--OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

2

1130

1140

3

1130

851

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

1130

1140

1206.8

1063.2

1130

851

1053.2

927.8

Total

2260

1991

ChiSq =

4.89 +

5.55 +

5.60 +

6.36 = 22.41

2

3

Total
2270

1981

4251

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is 3.841,

so the null hypothesis

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 2
controls)

is

and cluster 3

(external
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factors).

(managerial

APPENDIX F

BINOMIAL TEST FOR HYPOTHESIS TWO

Hypothesis Two stated that a high level of user
satisfaction was expected.

This hypothesis was tested

using the normal approximation to the binomial
distribution.
the

As part of the course of each interview,

following question was verbally asked of each of the

respondents:

"Are you satisfied that your computer system

has been a good investment for your firm?"

Since the

answers to this question could have been YES or NO,

if the

user community were indifferent to their computer systems
one would expect that 23 would answer YES and 23 would
answer NO.
of 46)

An overwhelming majority of respondents

responded in the affirmative.

(44

out

So the question was

framed as a one-tailed hypothesis test to see if 44 could
be shown to be significantly greater than 23

at a=.05.

The

binomial distribution involved would have the following
properties:

fji

=

np = 46

o = J

*

np(l-p)

.5 = 23
=

J

46

*

.5

*

.5

=

3.39

Using the normal approximation to the binomial,
a critical value of z = 1.645

we get

for a one-tailed test where
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a =

.05.

of 46

Therefore,

we will have demonstrated that 44

out

satisfied respondents is a significant result

signifying a high level of user satisfaction if the z test
statistic for X = 44

is greater than 1.645.

The test

statistic is calculated as follows:

z =

Since 6.19

(X - m)
(44 - 23)
---- 6.19
o
3.39

is greater than 1.645,

we have demonstrated

that there is a high level of user satisfaction.
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APPENDIX G

T TEST FOR HYPOTHESIS THREE

One explanation for the high level of user
satisfaction with LANs in auto parts stores might be found
if it could be shown that businesses using LANs have shown
significant growth after acquiring their systems.

The

total number of employees before and after the LAN
acquisition was used as a measure of firm growth.

It was

hypothesized that firms using LANs would show significant
growth,

thus:

Hypothesis Three:

Small businesses will show

significant growth as measured by the total
number of employees after the introduction of a
LAN.

This was operationalized as a one-tailed t-test:

Hq:

The total number of employees in a small business
will either stay the same or decrease after the
introduction of a computer network;
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Ha:

The total number of employees in a small business
will

increase after the introduction of a

computer network;

These hypotheses were tested by performing a paired Ttest on variables representing the number of employees
at the time of the LAN purchase

(EMPBEFORE)

present number of employees EMPAFTER).
hypothesis was rejected at alpha=.05.

and the

The null
Therefore,

there is evidence that the total number of employees
increased after the LAN purchase.

The Abstat output

for this test is shown below:

ABstat 5.08 1
file: DISS2.AB8 version:5
COMMAND:

TPAIR

MISSING VALUE TREATMENT:

PAIRWISE

*** PAIRED T TEST ***

FOR VARIABLES:
AND
T STATISTIC =

EMPBEFORE
EMPAFTER

MEAN
15.2000
17.9778

STD DEVIATION
20.5654
23.3924

N*
45
45

1.98235

DEGREES OF FREEDOM =
44
ONE-TAILED PROB =
0.0269
The critical value for rejecting the T STATISTIC is

1.6802

Note: Total N=46
One respondent
did not answer
these two
questions.
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APPENDIX H

T TEST FOR HYPOTHESIS FOUR

One would not expect business people to be happy with
a technology which requires more people in staff,
office,

positions,

or

which have typically been seen as less

valuable to the firm.

Any untoward growth in this area

would cause likely dissatisfaction among users.
Therefore,

given the expected enthusiasm of respondents

for their computer systems,

it was hypothesized that the

number of office workers would not increase after the
purchase of a LAN:

Hypothesis Four:

Small businesses will not show

significant changes in the number of office
employees after the introduction of a LAN.

This was operationalized as a two-tailed t-test:

H0:

The number of office employees in a small
business will stay the same after the
introduction of a computer network;
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Ha:

The number of office employees in a small
business will either increase or decrease after
the introduction of a computer network;

This hypothesis was tested by performing a paired Ttest on variables representing the number of office
employees at the time of the LAN purchase
the present number of office employees

(OFFBEFORE)

(OFFAFTER).

null hypothesis was not rejected at alpha=.05.

and

The

Therefore,

there is no evidence that the number of office employees
changed after the LAN purchase.

The Abstat output for

this test is shown below:

ABstat 5.08 1
file: DISS2.AB8 version:5
COMMAND:

TPAIR

MISSING VALUE TREATMENT:

PAIRWISE

*** PAIRED T TEST ***

FOR VARIABLES:
AND
T STATISTIC =

MEAN
2.77174
2.53261

OFFBEFORE
OFFAFTER

STD DEVIATION
4.12675
3.86495

-1.35083

DEGREES OF FREEDOM =
45
TWO-TAILED PROB =
0.1835
The critical value for rejecting the T STATISTIC is
±2.0141
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N
46
46

APPENDIX I

CHI SQUARE TESTS FOR RESEARCH QUESTION TWO

In Chapter 4 three general groups of reasons for a
firm to acquire a LAN were formulated - financial
controls,

managerial controls,

impinging on the firm.

and external

factors

These three groupings were

extended into the discussion in research question two of
how well thirteen specific objectives have been met.
Since financial controls were the most important reasons
for acquiring a LAN,

and since users reported a high level

of satisfaction with LANs,

it was hypothesized that

financial controls would be the best met objectives.
This turned out not to be the case.

Users reported being

most satisfied with managerial objectives,
closely by financial objectives.

followed

As a group,

less satisfied with external objectives.

they are

A design similar

to the one used in testing Hypothesis One was used to
arrive at these conclusions.

In Part III of the questionnaire respondents were
asked to rank how well

13

their computer networks.

objectives have been met by
Each possible objective was

ranked along a scale from 1 to 7.
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The 13

objectives are

shown below,

along with the totals for the responses

(n =

46) :

FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
Better inventory controls results
Better pricing controls results
Better control of receivables results
Accurate audit trail results

TOTAL
286
284
255
239

SUBTOTAL:
MANAGERIAL OBJECTIVES
Accurate product sales history results
More accurate employees results
More productive employees results
Better management controls results
Accurate customer purchase history results
SUBTOTAL:
EXTERNAL OBJECTIVES
Speed of service results
Fewer lost sales results
Fewer warehouse runs results
Customer-based order generation results

1064

283
259
258
251
231
1282

271
251
159
102

SUBTOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

783
3129

To determine if there is a significant difference
among the clusters,

they were compared among each other

using the chi square test for the difference in the
proportions among groups.

The subtotals for each cluster

were used as the point of comparison.
as

follows:

Cluster 3:

For Cluster 1:
783.

1064,

The subtotals were

for Cluster 2:

The total of these three numbers

1282,

for

is 3129.

If the three clusters were not significantly different,
then one would expect the total
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for Cluster 1 to be 3129

*

(4/13)
= 1203,
962

= 962,

the total

and the total

for Cluster 2 to be 3129

for CLuster 3 to be 3129

(all rounded to the nearest integer).

clusters were compared
cluster 2

(Test B),

(Test A below),

(Test D).

(5/13)

(4/13)

=

First all three

then cluster 1 with

cluster 1 with cluster 3

cluster 2 with cluster 3

*

*

(Test C),

and

Test A was performed

in order to determine whether there is a significant
difference among any of the clusters.

When this test

proved that at least one of the clusters was significantly
different from the others,

all possible pairs of the

clusters were similarly tested to see if they were all
significantly different from each other
D).

(Tests B,

C,

and

In all tests the clusters proved to be significantly

different from each other,

except the test for the

difference between CLuster 1 and Cluster 2.

This latter

result suggests that users are roughly equally satisfied
with their computer networks'
financial objectives.

effects on managerial and

The results and interpretations of

these tests are shown on the following four pages along
with Minitab output

(the column names EXP and OBS were

used to refer to the totals one would EXPect,
totals OBServed in the sample):
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and the

TEST A - All clusters tested against each other
H0 *

PciusteM-Pciuster2=Pcluster3

HA:

At least one of the clusters

is

significantly different from the others
MTB > PRINT EXP OBS

CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

962

1064

2

1203

1282

3

962

783

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

Total

962

1064

2026

1012.7

1013.3

1203

1282

1242.1

1242.9

962

783

872.2

872.8

Total

3127

3129

ChiSq =

2.54 +

2.53

1.23 +

1.23 +

9.24 +

9.24 = 26.01

1

2

3

INTERPRETATION:

1745

6256
+

df = 2

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=2)
rejected.

2485

is 5.991,

so the null hypothesis is

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of the three clusters.
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TEST B - Cluster 1 tested against Cluster 2
H0*

Pciusterl-Pciuster2
Pcluster1<'>Pciuster2

MTB > PRINT EXP OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

962

1064

2

1203

1282

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

Total

962

1064

2026

972.4

1053.6

1203

1282

1192.6

1292.4

Total

2165

2346

ChiSq =

0.11 +

0.10 +

0.09 +

0.08 = 0.38

1

2

2485

4511

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is 3.841,

so the null hypothesis

There is no significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 1
controls)

is not

and cluster 2

(financial

(managerial controls).
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TEST C - Cluster 1 tested against Cluster 3
H0*

Pcluster1=Pcluster3

*

Pciusterl^^PclusterS

MTB > PRINT EXP OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

2

962

1064

3

962

783

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

Total

962

1064

2026

1033.7

992.3

962

783

890.3

854.7

Total

1924

1847

ChiSq =

4.97 +

5.18 +

5.77 +

6.01 = 21.93

1

2

1745

3771

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is 3.841,

so the null hypothesis is

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 2
controls)

and cluster 3

(external
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factors).

(managerial

TEST D - Cluster 2 tested against Cluster 3
H0 •

Pc l uster2=Pc l uster3
Pcluster2<>Pcluster3

MTB > PRINT EXP OBS
CLUSTER

EXP

OBS

1

1203

1282

3

962

783

MTB > CHIS EXP OBS
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
EXP

OBS

Total

1203

1282

2485

1271.9

1213.1

962

783

893.1

851.9

Total

2165

2065

ChiSq =

3.73 +

3.91 +

5.31 +

5.57 = 18.52

1

3

1745

4230

df = 1
INTERPRETATION:

The critical value of ChiSquare

(a=.05,df=l)
rejected.

is 3.841,

so the null hypothesis is

There is a significant difference in the

proportions of responses between cluster 1
controls)

and cluster 3

(external
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factors).

(financial

APPENDIX J

BINOMIAL TEST FOR RESEARCH QUESTION FIVE

Research question two presented an observed employment
trend which is seemingly related to the use of local area
networks in auto parts store:
lesser-skilled,

the use of unskilled,

or

workers on the parts counter.

To see if this is a significant trend,

sample

responses were tested using the normal approximation to
the binomial distribution in a manner similar to the test
used in Hypothesis Two.
interview,

As part of the course of each

the following question was verbally asked of

each of the respondents who had purchased cataloging
software:

"Has the cataloging software enabled you to use

less-skilled or unskilled employees on the parts counter?"
Of the 16 respondents who had purchased cataloging
software only one

(the one mentioned in Chapter 4 who had

purchased a buggy version when it was very new)
negative answer to this question.

gave a

Since the answers to

the question could have been YES or NO,

if the answers

were random one would expect that 8 would answer YES and 8
would answer NO.
(15 out of 16)

An overwhelming majority of respondents

responded in the affirmative.

So the

question was framed as a one-tailed hypothesis test to see
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if 15 could be shown to be significantly greater than 8 at
a=.05.

The binomial distribution involved would have the

following properties:

/x = np = 16

o = J

*

np(l-p)

.5 = 8
=

J

16

*

.5 *

.5

=

2

Using the normal approximation to the binomial,
a critical value of z = 1.645

a = .05.

Therefore,

we get

for a one-tailed test where

we will have demonstrated that 15 out

of 16 respondents is a significant result if the z test
statistic calculated where X = 15

is greater than 1.645.

The test statistic is calculated as follows:

Z =

Since 3.5

(X - n)
(15 - 8)
---- 3.5
o
2

is greater than 1.645,

we have demonstrated

that a significant proportion of the respondents who have
purchased cataloging software report being able to employe
less-skilled or unskilled employees because of the
system"-like capabilities of the software.
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APPENDIX K

CHI SQUARE TEST FOR RESEARCH QUESTION SIX

The discussion under research question six relates a
rather unexpected finding which arose during the interview
process.

The proportion of stores in the metropolitan

Boston area which have computer networks is significantly
lower than the proportion in all other areas contacted
during the interview process.

In the Boston area 13
had no computer system.

stores out of 26

(50%)

called

In all other areas which I

contacted besides the metropolitan Boston area,

only 8

stores out of 53

On the

(15%)

had no computer system.

face of it this is a significant difference in
proportions.

A chi square test for the difference in the

proportions among groups proved significant,

revealing a

significant difference between Boston and all other areas
in the use of computer networks

for auto parts stores.

The results and interpretation of this test are shown on
the next page

(using output from the Minitab statistical

software package):
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MTB > PRINT NO YES
ROW
NO
YES
OTHER
13
13
BOSTON 45
8
MTB > CHISQUARE NO YES
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
NO
YES
Total
OTHER
13
13
26
19.1
6.9
BOSTON

45
38.9

8
14.1

53

58

21

79

Total
ChiSq =

1.94 +
0.95 +

5.36 +
2.63 = 10.89

df = 1

INTERPRETATION: The critical value of ChiSquare
(a=.05,df=l) is 3.841, so the null hypothesis that the
proportion of stores in the Boston area with computer
systems equals the proportion of stores with computer
systems in all other areas contacted is rejected.
There is a significant difference between the
proportion of stores with computer systems in the
Boston area and the proportion of stores with computer
systems in all other areas contacted.

(N.B.

The metropolitan Boston area includes Boston,

Cambridge,
Everett,

Dorchester,

Arlington,

and Revere.

Easthampton,
Chicopee,

Malden,

East Boston,

North Adams,

Hadley,

Amherst,

Springfield,

Wakefield,

Lynn,

Pittsfield,

Melrose,

Great Barrington,

Belchertown,

East Longmeadow,

West Springfield,

Leominster,

Woburn,

The heading "all other areas contacted"

includes Adams,
Greenfield,

Somerville,

Worcester,

Clinton in Massachusetts;
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Northampton,
Holyoke,

Fitchburg,
Brattleboro,

Vermont; and Troy,

Keene,

Peterborough,

Hampshire.)
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and Jaffrey in New
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